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Welcome to The Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (CBPA) Sample Tasks
for the Arts Exemplar Papers booklet. These tasks are part of the Washington Classroom-
Based Performance Assessment System (WCBPA) at the Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction (OSPI).
Performance Assessments require students to construct their own answers in some
method and form of creating, performing, and responding to the assessment task and
expectations. The sample tasks and supplemental materials included in this booklet were
selected from 60 tasks developed by the Arts Assessment Leadership Team (AALT) from
January 2002 to October 2004. These tasks have been developed for the four arts disciplines
of dance, music, theatre, and visual arts at each of the benchmark levels of Grades 5, 8, and
10 (high school).

These CBPA Arts tasks were piloted across Washington State in remote, rural, suburban, and
urban school districts in all nine Educational Service Districts in November and December
2004. The resulting student samples went through Rangefinding where student samples were
selected for the Exemplar Sets from over 150,000 samples during January 2005.

The purpose of this student sample assessment task is four-fold. The CBPA student samples
do the following:

1. Inform teachers immediately if students know and are able to do what is
expected of them to demonstrate their understanding at the benchmark;

2. Inform teachers regarding their instruction, i.e., strengths, weaknesses, and
gaps to be addressed;

3. Enhance and become a part of instruction and a tool to measure if learning has
occurred and how well; and

4. Model high quality classroom-based performance assessments by including:
a. Directions for Administration
b. rubrics for scoring, and
c. exemplars as samples for future development in classrooms and districts.

In order to assist you in your efforts in understanding and using these tasks, please do not
hesitate to access our Website at www.k12.wa.us/CurriculumInstruct/arts for contact
information and sample tasks for viewing. We believe that these arts CBPAs will inform,
teach, inspire, and promote arts education in each and every classroom, school, and district
that has the incentive and vision to use them. We welcome your feedback, and look forward to
your participation as leaders in your district and participants in our statewide efforts to
promote, implement, and measure arts instruction in Washington State for all learners.

Most Sincerely,

Greg Hall AnnRené Joseph
Assistant Superintendent, Program Supervisor, The Arts
Assessment and Research Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment

ajoseph@ospi.wednet.edu
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Directions for Administering the
Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)

Arts Performance Assessment
Grade 5 Theatre

Greetings, Sister City!

Introduction

This document contains information essential to the administration of the Washington
Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre, Grade 5, Greetings, Sister City! Prior to administration, all students should
have received instruction in the skills and concepts being assessed. Please read this
information carefully before administering the performance assessment.

Test Administration Expectations

• This assessment item is to be incorporated into classroom instruction.
• This assessment item is to be administered in a safe, appropriately supervised

environment following district policy and procedures.
• Accommodations based upon student IEP or 504 plan determine the administration

of this assessment.

Description of the Performance Assessment

Students taking this performance assessment will respond to a performance task.

• Performance tasks ask the students to individually create and perform a solo
performance based on the criteria outlined in the task. All performances must be
recorded by videotape to facilitate scoring and to document each student’s
performance.

• Short-answer questions ask the students to supply a response that may be written or
verbal. All verbal responses must be recorded to facilitate scoring and to document
each student’s performance.

Materials and Resources

Teachers will need the following materials and resources to complete this performance
assessment:

• a variety of haiku poems (see Teacher Preparation Guidelines),
• classroom set of reproduced student tasks including the glossary of terms,
• classroom set of reproduced student response sheets,
• one pencil per student, and
• video recorder and tape.

Teacher Preparation Guidelines

• This assessment is a solo/individual performance.
• Reproduce a classroom set of student task directions, glossary of terms, and student

response sheets found in the Student Task Booklet.
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• Provide a variety of haiku poems from which the students can make a selection for
their performance. Suggestions for locating appropriate haiku samples include: school
library/media centers, age-appropriate websites for children, teacher resource
websites, etc

• Prior to the assessment, allow the students time to select a haiku to be used in the
assessment.

• Assign to each student a student partner who will watch the student performance
and provide feedback to the student performer.

• The student performance must be videotaped for this assessment.
• As an option to a written response, video or audio recording may be used at the

teacher’s discretion. Students being recorded need to be coached to face the recording
device when responding. Students must have a copy of the response sheet when being
recorded.

• Students may dictate response sheet answers for the teachers to scribe.
• The teachers role during taping is to read questions. Students may use resources

that are visible in the testing classroom, but the teacher may not prompt or coach
students during the assessment.

• Video setup needs to be in a defined space, so the performer can be seen at all times.
If the performer’s face cannot be seen, “expression” cannot be evaluated in the rubric.

• Students should be prompted to clearly say their name/number and their current
grade level into the recording device before they begin their performance and response.

• Performers need to have a three second “neutral” pause at the end of the performance
to indicate a clear ending. The student may end “off stage” or “off camera.”

• Students who respond in writing must include their name/number on the 
response sheet.

Recommendation for Time Management

Teachers may administer the task in the way that is most practical for their classroom and the
allotted time periods. The following three-day model is an example of how to
administer the task. This task should be administered in 2 to 3 days. The time frame is based
on a 45–60 minute class session for specialist and classroom teachers. Each individual
instructor should tailor the administration of the task to his/her available class time
and schedule.

Day One Estimated Time:
• 15 minutes: The teacher provides the class with the task and reads it aloud.

The students may ask questions. The teacher answers any questions asked.

• 15 minutes: The students have approximately 15 minutes to memorize the
haiku, develop a performance, and rehearse.

• 10 minutes: Each student performs the haiku for their assigned partner, who
will provide feedback about their performance.

Day Two Estimated Time:
• 10 minutes: The students refine and rehearse their haiku performance

incorporating feedback received.

• 35 minutes: Each student performs the haiku while the teacher records.
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Day Three Estimated Time:
• 5 minutes: The teacher distributes response sheets to the students.

• 15 minutes: The students prepare their verbal or written response.

• 5 minutes: The teacher collects the papers of the students who respond 
in writing.

• 20 minutes: The teacher records the responses of the students who 
respond verbally.

Test Administration

Students may have as much time as they need to complete the task. All students who
remain productively engaged in the task should be allowed to finish their work. In some
cases, a few students may require considerably more time to complete the task than most
students; therefore, you may wish to move these students to a new location to finish. In other
cases, the teacher’s knowledge of some students’ work habits or special needs may suggest
that students who work very slowly should be tested separately or grouped with similar
students for the test.

Provide the class with the reproduced student tasks prior to beginning the task. The students
will receive the task that follows. Instruct the students to look at the task. Have the students
read the directions to themselves as you read them aloud. Answer any questions the students
may have before you instruct them to begin.

Say: Today you will take the Grade 5 Washington Classroom-Based
Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre entitled “Greetings, Sister City!”
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Greetings, Sister City!

Your theatre teacher explains that you must meet the following task requirements when
performing your haiku:

• Select a haiku from those provided by your teacher.
• Memorize the haiku.
• Use voice skills when performing your haiku, including the following:

• appropriate expression,
• appropriate projection,
• clear articulation, and
• appropriate rate.

• Use movements to express the ideas of the haiku, including the following:
• appropriate hand gestures,
• appropriate/effective body movements,
• clear facial expression, and
• accurate posture/stance.

Your theatre teacher explains that you must respond in writing or verbally using theatre
vocabulary correctly.

You will have 15 minutes to memorize the haiku, develop a performance, and rehearse. You
will have 10 minutes to perform the haiku for your partner and receive feedback. Based on
the feedback, you will have 10 minutes to refine and rehearse your haiku before being
videotaped. Finally, you will have 15 minutes to prepare your response.

Your school has been invited to perform at a cultural exchange program with your
town’s Japanese sister city. The mayors of your town and its sister city will attend,
along with other important city officials. Your theatre teacher has provided a selection
of haiku poems and has asked you to choose one to demonstrate a dramatic
presentation. You will select one haiku poem, memorize it, create a dramatic
presentation, and rehearse your dramatic presentation for a teacher-assigned partner.
You will refine your performance based on the feedback received from your partner.

Your theatre teacher and the mayors will decide who will perform at the cultural
exchange program based on the dramatic presentation. Your final performance of your
dramatic presentation of the haiku will be videotaped. After your final performance,
you will respond to questions about your performance.

GoOn
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1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

GoOn
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3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

STOP
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Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)
Arts Performance Assessment

Grade 5 
Greetings, Sister City!

Theatre Glossary

articulation—the clear and precise pronunciation of words

expression—how the character says words to show feeling

facial expression—movements of the face that express emotions or ideas

form—the way the storyline is organized using theatre elements (e.g., action, character,
conflict, design, dialogue, plot, setting, and theme)

gesture—a movement of the hands and/or legs that communicates character

haiku—an unrhymed Japanese verse form of three lines containing 5, 7, and 5 syllables,
respectively

inflection/pitch—the use of high and low sounds in speech

movement—facial expressions, hand gestures, and whole-body movements that express and
create character

posture—the position of the actor’s body

projection/volume—using appropriate loud and soft sounds as a character

rate—how slowly and quickly words are spoken

rehearsal—the period of time used to prepare a play for performance before an audience

voice—an actor’s use of articulation, projection, expression, inflection, and rate to create a
character



Scoring Guide

Grade 5

Theatre

Greetings, Sister City! (2005)



4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
voice skills by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• performs the haiku with appropriate expression,
• performs the haiku with the appropriate projection,
• performs the haiku with clear articulation, and
• performs the haiku with the appropriate rate.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
voice skills by meeting three of the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
voice skills by meeting two of the four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
voice skills by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of voice 
skills by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.
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Introduction to the Scoring Guide

This booklet includes a training set of exemplar student responses. The responses will be used
to instruct teachers how to score student responses using the rubrics provided.

Rubrics

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric (1.2)

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
movement by thoroughly meeting all of the four task requirements listed 
below:
• uses hand gestures appropriately,
• uses body movements effectively,
• uses facial expressions clearly, and
• uses posture/stance accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
movement by partially meeting all of the task requirements listed above,
OR
thoroughly meeting three of the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
movement by partially meeting three of the four task requirements listed 
above,
OR
thoroughly meeting two of the four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
movement by partially meeting one of the four task requirements listed 
above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of movement
by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.

Performing—Movement Rubric (1.2)
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding 
responding to the performance by meeting all of the four following task 
requirements listed below:
• describes how the ideas were developed,
• describes how the voice skills were used,
• describes how movement was used, and
• describes how performance was refined based on feedback.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding 
responding to the performance by meeting three of the four task 
requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding 
responding to the performance by meeting two of the four task requirements 
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding 
responding to the performance by meeting one of the four task requirements 
listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding responding 
to the performance by meeting none of the four task requirements listed 
above.

Responding Rubric (2.1)
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Scoring Notes

The following scoring notes should be used as guidelines when scoring this item.

• On the Responding Rubric:

• In order to receive any points on this rubric, the words/ideas must correlate to the 
actual student performance.

• The first bullet earns credit by explaining how the idea was developed. In other 
words, the response should address the inspiration for the idea, not just the results.
A response saying “I acted like I was a sloth” would not be credited but one saying 
“I moved slowly because sloths are slow animals” would be. Discussing the creative 
process is also acceptable.

• The second bullet earns credit by discussing voice skills (volume, projection,
articulation, etc.) and should include “voice words” to be credited.

• The third bullet earns credit by discussing movement skills and should include 
“movement words” to be credited.

• The fourth bullet earns credit for discussing the changes made to a performance,
not just discussing what the partner feedback was.
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Exemplar Responses and Annotations

Student Samples Scoring Note

Some of the samples include student work that illustrates how students interpreted 
the directions. Student responses are authentic and may contain spelling errors in 
order to demonstrate the type of response a teacher would see and score. Authentic
work during scoring training allows scorers to see that grammar and spelling are not
considered when a score is given, unless the scorer is unable to interpret its meaning.

Purpose of Exemplar Set

The set of exemplar papers is made up of examples of student responses that represent
each score point. Each exemplar paper has been previously scored and includes an
annotation that provides an explanation about the rationale for scoring.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

16

When I figured out that the animal in my poem was a sloth
ideas started popping into my head. Then I knew that a
sloth is slow so I needed to speak slow and sloths
probably don’t have high-pitched voices so I would have to
speak in a low-pitched voice.

Since a sloth is slow I spoke slowly and since a sloth isn’t
a small animal I used a low-pitched voice. I also tried to
be a loud as possible

Exemplar #1



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

17

Since a sloth is normally in a tree I decided to act like I
was climbing a tree and when I said “In my tree” I
pointed up to indicate a tree.

My partner said it was good so I didnt change anything.

Exemplar #1
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Exemplar #1 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In performing as a sloth, the student uses the appropriate
expression (very meticulously pronounced and emoted), projection, articulation, and
rate (performed slowly, as a sloth would). Meeting all four of the task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures
(pointing to the tree), performs with the appropriate body movements (climbing
motions), uses clear facial expressions (slack-jawed, long-faced, like a sloth), and
uses posture/stance accurately. Meeting all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating a
thorough understanding of the responding process by meeting all four of the task
requirements. The response describes how the ideas were developed (deciding to
speak and act slowly, like the animal), describes how voice skills were used
(deciding to be slow and low-pitched), describes how movement was used (climbing
a tree, pointing up), and describes how the performance was based on feedback (the
feedback was positive so there was no need for change). Meeting all four task
requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

19

I thought of my ideas. By thinking of how a merry go round
goes around, and a sun would hit the trees.

I used artiulation on the third the most. Because I was
getting blocked out by other nosies so I got insperation to
project, and articlat

Exemplar #2



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

20

I used movement for my mary Go round by spining in
circles. For the sun I used a pleay.

The changes I made in my final perforce are instead of
the tree on the end, I did a sun, a pleay.

Exemplar #2
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Exemplar #2 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The student uses the appropriate expression; projection;
articulation; and rate (all are particularly good in that the student can be
understood even as she spins on the stage). Meeting all four of the task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures
(making a big tree shape), performs with the appropriate body movements
(twirling, with arms extended), and uses posture/stance accurately (up on her tip
toes). No further credit can be awarded because the student does not perform with
clear facial expressions (she does not purposefully use her facial expressions).
Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on
this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating a
thorough understanding of the responding process by meeting all four of the task
requirements. The response describes how the ideas were developed (“thinking of
how a merry go round goes around and how the sun would hit the trees”), describes
how voice skills were used (emphasizing the need to project and articulate),
describes how movement was used (spinning, and doing a plié), and describes how
the performance was changed based on feedback (changing the tree to a sun).
Meeting all four task requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

22

I let all Ideas rush In and went fishing for the best.

Loud as posible seall could hear.

Exemplar #3



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

23

I used it to express my feelings for the poem.

I blasted out all articulation posible

Exemplar #3
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Exemplar #3 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The student does an excellent job with his voice skills, using the
appropriate expression, projection, articulation, and rate (good variety). Meeting all
four of the task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures,
performs with the appropriate body movements (like a poppy flower blowing in the
wind), uses clear facial expressions, and uses posture/stance accurately. Meeting all
four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating an
adequate understanding of the responding process by meeting three of the four
task requirements. The response describes how the ideas were developed (basically
considering many options before choosing the best), describes how voice skills were
used (to be as loud as possible), and describes how the performance was changed
based on feedback (decided to emphasize voice by “[blasting] out all articulation
possible”). No further credit can be awarded because the response does not describe
how movement was used (the response does not incorporate any movement words).
Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the response three points on
this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

25

Our teacher [name of teacher] randamly handed out
Haikus. For “I turnend out all the lights” I was thinking
of when I turn off the lights in my house.

I used articulating & speaking up For the hole Haiku.

Exemplar #4



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

26

I used movement in my body hands for the Haiku.

I changed theway I turned of the lights.

Exemplar #4
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Exemplar #4 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The student does an excellent job with her voice skills: using
the appropriate expression (“whooshing” like the wind), projection, articulation,
and rate. Meeting all four of the task requirements earns the performance four
points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures
(turning out lights, being blown in the wind), performs with the appropriate body
movements (spinning, bending), uses clear facial expressions, and uses
posture/stance accurately. Meeting all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating an
adequate understanding of the responding process by meeting three of the four
task requirements. The response describes how voice skills were used (by
“articulating” and “speaking up”), describes how body movements were used, and
describes how the performance was changed based on feedback (changing the way
to turn off the lights). No further credit can be awarded because the response does
not describe how the ideas were developed (the response is too literal, simply
listing steps). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the response three
points on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

28

I chose my haiku because not a lot of people chose it so I
wanted to do something a little different. For my haiku I
decided to just make what I was saying believable and not
sound to reharsed. Also I got down in tuck formation and
as I was resighting the poem I was emerging into my
normal stance because in the haiku it say’s “but we
emergered as fliers” so I wanted to do that.

When I was resighting the haiku I just wanted to be
prounouncing the words correct and I wanted to be
projective because there is no use for saying a haiku if
you cant hear that exact person.

Exemplar #5



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

29

I wanted to emerge like what the poem was talking about
so thats what I tried to incorperate.

My partner told me to do more movement in my final
performance instead of just standing still and not doing
anything.

Exemplar #5
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Exemplar #5 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The student does a superb job with voice skills; using the
appropriate expression, projection, articulation, and rate. Meeting all four of the
task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate body
movements (changing levels from low to high), performs with clear facial
expressions (matching the haiku in seriousness), and uses posture/stance
accurately. No further credit can be awarded because the student does not perform
with appropriate hand gestures (mostly not moving them). Meeting three of the
four task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
an adequate understanding of the responding process by meeting three of the four
task requirements. The response describes how voice skills were used (by trying to
be “projective”), describes how body movements were used, and describes how the
performance was changed based on feedback (attempting to add “more movement”).
No further credit can be awarded because the response does not describe how the
ideas were developed (it simply describes movements, not ideas). Meeting three of
the four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

31

I was thinking about a kid slipping in the snow for
“slipping in the snow.” For “a child lies there” I was
imagining a kid lieing in the snow, and for “eating it,” I
was imagining a kid eating with there hands.

I projected and articulated pretty good. I think I used a
pretty good voice.

Exemplar #6



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

32

I faked like I was sliding in the first line. I then fell and
was lieing in the snow on line two, and for line 3, I was
eating the snow like a little kid.

I projected more and articulated more. I also used more
faciel and body exspressions.

Exemplar #6
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Exemplar #6 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of voice skills by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student uses the appropriate projection (inconsistently,
but it is there), articulation, and rate. No further credit can be awarded because
the student does not use the appropriate expression. Meeting three of the four task
requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures
(eating); performs with the appropriate body movements (skipping in the snow);
and uses posture/stance accurately. No further credit can be awarded because the
student does not perform with clear facial expressions (expressions do not relate to
the character). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance
three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating an
adequate understanding of the responding process by meeting three of the four
task requirements. The response describes how voice skills were used (“I projected
and articulated pretty good”), describes how body movements were used (using
movement words), and describes how the performance was changed based on
feedback (trying to project more and articulate more). No further credit can be
awarded because the response does not describe how the ideas were developed (it
simply describes movements, not ideas). Meeting three of the four task
requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

34

I chose this haiku poem because I thought the poet had a
very good choice of words in his poem. For my performance
I didn’t think it all up, I had alot of help from my
friends.

At first I didn’t think about the voice skills until after. I
finished my movement. After awhile I asked the teacher
what animal my poem was describing. I found out that my
animal was a eagle so I used a fierce voice.

Exemplar #7



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

35

I listened to the words of the poem first to see what I
should do. Then I fitted some movements in that went with
the words.

The changes I made weren’t that big because I didn’t
have any movement and they just gave me some.

Exemplar #7
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Exemplar #7 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of voice skills by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student uses the appropriate projection, articulation,
and rate. No further credit can be awarded because the student does not use the
appropriate expression (the student is simply reciting a story, free from any
expression). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance
three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures
(using the telescope, surveying, flapping arms), performs with the appropriate body
movements (changing levels), and uses posture/stance accurately. No further credit
can be awarded because the student does not perform with clear facial expressions
(remaining quite neutral throughout). Meeting three of the four task requirements
earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
partial understanding of the responding process by meeting two of the four task
requirements. The response describes how body movements were used (fitting the
movements to the words), and describes how the performance was changed based
on feedback (adding movements based on the feedback he received). No further
credit can be awarded because the response does not describe how the ideas were
developed (collaboration alone is not acceptable) and does not describe how voice
skills were used (that a “fierce voice” was incorporated does not correlate to the
performance itself). Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the response
two points on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

37

My teacher gave me my haiku

I spoke normaly.

Exemplar #8



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

38

I just waved.

I made zero

Exemplar #8
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Exemplar #8 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of voice skills by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student uses the appropriate projection, articulation,
and rate. No further credit can be awarded because the student does not use the
appropriate expression. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of movement by meeting one of the four
task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures
(waving), earning one point. No further credit can be awarded because the student
does not perform with appropriate body movements, facial expressions, or
posture/stance. Meeting one of the four task requirements earns the performance
one point on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
partial understanding of the responding process by meeting two of the four task
requirements. The response describes how voice skills were used (“normaly”) and
how body movements were used (“I just waved”). No further credit can be awarded
because the response does not describe how the ideas were developed and does not
describe how the performance was changed based on feedback (there is no mention
of the feedback provided). Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the
response two points on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

40

Well for “rowling down stream” I I tesled going right. And
for “red leaves blowing” I was terling with my legs apart
going to the Left. And for “beihed me” I jumped into a
tuck. Bend my legs and pointed to stage left. That what I
was thinking of.

Well I articulated really, really well.

Exemplar #9



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

41

I used my movement for mostly terning to left and right.
But tuck and painted at the last movement.

Well my partner didn’t give me any feed back.

Exemplar #9
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Exemplar #9 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of voice skills by meeting one of the four
task requirements. The student uses the appropriate rate (by utilizing purposeful
pauses), earning one point. No further credit can be awarded because the student
does not use the appropriate expression, projection, or articulation. Meeting one of
the four task requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. The student performs with the appropriate hand gestures
(pointing with arm), performs with the appropriate body movements (spinning and
spinning), and uses posture/stance accurately. No further credit can be awarded
because the student does not perform with clear facial expressions (the face is
hidden from the camera). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 1
This response earns the score of 1 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
minimal understanding of the responding process by meeting one of the four task
requirements. The response describes how body movements were used, earning one
point. No further credit can be awarded because the response does not describe
how the ideas were developed (it just describes movements), does not describe how
the voice skills were used (the claim of articulating “really, really well” does not
correlate to the actual performance), and does not describe how the performance
was based on feedback. Meeting one of the four task requirements earns the
response one point on this rubric.



1) How did you select your haiku and develop the ideas for your performance?

2) How did you use voice skills in your haiku performance?

43

I chose it because it was a soft poem and it just sounded
good.

I used a very soft voice in the rocording because Im a
little shy.

Exemplar #10



3) How did you use movement in your haiku performance?

4) Based on feedback received from your partner, what changes did you make in 
your final performance?

44

If I had used movment, I would have first pointed to the
sky, then study the sky, last I would of put my hand on
my head and stare in to the sky.

I made no changes to final performance.

Exemplar #10
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Exemplar #10 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of voice skills by meeting one of the four
task requirements. The student uses the appropriate rate, earning one point. No
further credit can be awarded because the student does not use the appropriate
expression, projection, or articulation. Meeting one of the four task requirements
earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating no understanding of movement. The student does not incorporate
hand gestures, body movements, facial expressions, or posture/stance into the
performance (she simply reads). Without doing so, no points can be earned on this
rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 0
This response earns the score of 0 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating no
understanding of the responding process. The student does not describe how she
developed her ideas, does not describe how voice skills were used (stating only that
she spoke quietly because she was shy, which is unrelated to the content or
character), does not describe how body movements were used (admitting she did
not use any), and does not describe how she made changes based on feedback.
Without doing so, no points can be earned on this rubric.
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Directions for Administering the
Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)

Arts Performance Assessment
Grade 5 Theatre

So…What’s Your Problem?

Introduction

This document contains information essential to the administration of the Washington
Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre, Grade 5, So. . .What’s Your Problem? Prior to administration, all students should
have received instruction in the skills and concepts being assessed. Please read this
information carefully before administering the performance assessment.

Test Administration Expectations

• This assessment item is to be incorporated into classroom instruction.
• This assessment item is to be administered in a safe, appropriately supervised

environment following district policy and procedures.
• Accommodations based upon student IEP or 504 plan determine the administration

of this assessment.

Description of the Performance Assessment

Students taking this performance assessment will respond to a performance task.

• Performance tasks ask the students to individually create and perform a solo
performance based on the criteria outlined in the task. All performances must be
recorded by videotape to facilitate scoring and to document each student’s
performance.

Materials and Resources

Teachers will need the following materials and resources to complete this performance
assessment:

• classroom set of reproduced student tasks including the glossary of terms,
• one pencil per student, and
• video recorder and tape.

Teacher Preparation Guidelines

• This assessment is a solo/individual performance.
• Reproduce a classroom set of student task directions and glossary of terms found in

the Student Task Booklet.
• Assign to each student a student partner who will watch the student performance

and provide feedback to the student performer.
• The student performance must be videotaped for this assessment.
• Video setup needs to be in a defined space, so the performer can be seen at all times.

If the performer’s face cannot be seen, “expression” cannot be evaluated in the rubric.
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• Students should be prompted to clearly say their name/number, their current grade
level, and situation being pantomimed into the recording device before they begin
their performance.

• Performers need to have a three second “neutral” pause at the end of the performance
to indicate a clear ending. The student may end “off stage” or “off camera.”

Recommendation for Time Management

Teachers may administer the task in the way that is most practical for their classroom and the
allotted time periods. The following two-day model is an example of how to administer
the task. This task should be administered in 1 to 2 days. The time frame is based on a 45–60
minute class session for specialist and classroom teachers. Each individual instructor should
tailor the administration of the task to his/her available class time and schedule.

Day One Estimated Time:
• 15 minutes: The teacher provides the class with the task and reads it aloud.

The students may ask questions. The teacher answers any questions asked.

• 15 minutes: The students have approximately 15 minutes to create and
rehearse their pantomime.

• 10 minutes: Each student performs the pantomime for their assigned
partner, who will provide feedback about their performance.

Day Two Estimated Time:
• 10 minutes: The students refine and rehearse their performance

incorporating feedback received.

• 35 minutes: Each student performs the pantomime, which the teacher
records.

Test Administration

Students may have as much time as they need to complete the task. All students who
remain productively engaged in the task should be allowed to finish their work. In some
cases, a few students may require considerably more time to complete the task than most
students; therefore, you may wish to move these students to a new location to finish. In other
cases, the teacher’s knowledge of some students’ work habits or special needs may suggest
that students who work very slowly should be tested separately or grouped with similar
students for the test.

Provide the class with the reproduced student tasks prior to beginning the task. The students
will receive the task that follows. Instruct the students to look at the task. Have the students
read the directions to themselves as you read them aloud. Answer any questions the students
may have before you instruct them to begin.

Say: Today you will take the Grade 5 Washington Classroom-Based
Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre entitled “So…What’s Your Problem?”
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So…What’s Your Problem?

Your teacher explains that you must meet the following task requirements when creating
your pantomime:

• Create a performance that is between 15 seconds and 1 minute long.
• Show a realistic, household problem that a person who could not speak might

experience:
• taking your medication on time,
• letting the dog out or feeding the dog,
• finding your needed homework,
• fixing the computer,
• getting a ride to the library,
• finding your pajamas, or
• any other problem you select.

• Use all the following movements:
• hand gestures,
• body movements,
• facial expressions, and
• posture or stance.

• Create a scene or story that contains a clear beginning, middle, and end with a
central problem with clear resolution.

• Do not use any voice or sound effects.

You have a nasty cold and have lost your voice. Your doctor has ordered you not to talk,
but you have a very important problem to solve. You must get help from one of your
family members without using any spoken language.

You will need to create a pantomime showing the problem and a solution using an
imaginary person’s help. Your pantomime should communicate a scene or story without
using words. You will be given time to create and rehearse your pantomime. Next, you
will perform it for your teacher-assigned partner to receive feedback. Then, you will be
given time to adjust your performance, using this feedback. Finally, you will perform
your pantomime again for your teacher and classmates while being videotaped.

GoOn
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Your teacher requires that you meet the following task requirements in your
performance:

• Stay in character throughout the performance.
• Begin your performance when you have been given a signal.
• End your performance with a 3-second pause.
• Perform your pantomime for your teacher-assigned partner to receive feedback.
• Adjust your performance based on the feedback you receive.
• Present your final performance.

You will have 15 minutes to create and rehearse your pantomime before you perform it
for your teacher-assigned partner to receive feedback. Then, you will have 10 minutes to
adjust your performance based on the feedback you received before your second
performance, which will be videotaped.

STOP
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Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)
Arts Performance Assessment

Grade 5 
So…What’s Your Problem?

Theatre Glossary

expression—how the character says words to show feeling

facial expression—movements of the face that express emotions or ideas

gesture—a movement of the hands and/or legs that communicates character

movement—facial expressions, hand gestures, and whole-body movements that express and
create character

pantomime—communication using movement without speech

posture—the position of the actor’s body

rehearsal—the period of time used to prepare a play for performance before an audience

storyline—a scene or story that contains a clear beginning, middle, and end with a central
problem
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
creating a story structure in the pantomime by meeting all of the four task 
requirements listed below:
• creates a clear beginning,
• creates a clear middle,
• creates a clear resolution, and
• includes a central problem.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
creating a story structure in the pantomime by meeting three of the four task
requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
creating a story structure in the pantomime by meeting two of the four task 
requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
creating a story structure in the pantomime by meeting one of the four task 
requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of creating a 
story structure in the pantomime by meeting none of the four task 
requirements listed above.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric (2.1)
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of
movement in performing the pantomime by meeting all of the four task
requirements listed below:
• uses hand gestures appropriately,
• uses body movements effectively,
• uses facial expressions clearly, and
• uses posture/stance accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of
movement in performing the pantomime by meeting three of the four task
requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of
movement in performing the pantomime by meeting two of the four task
requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of
movement in performing the pantomime by meeting one of the four task
requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of movement
in performing the pantomime by meeting none of the four task requirements
listed above.

Introduction to the Scoring Guide

This booklet includes a training set of exemplar student responses. The responses will be used
to instruct teachers how to score student responses using the rubrics provided.

Rubrics

Performing—Movement Rubric (1.2)
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4 A 4-point response: The student sustains character by performing without 
any interruptions or lapses.

3 A 3-point response: The student sustains character by performing with one 
interruption or lapse.

2 A 2-point response: The student sustains character by performing with two 
interruptions or lapses.

1 A 1-point response: The student sustains character by performing with three 
interruptions or lapses.

0 A 0-point response: The student performs with four or more interruptions 
or lapses,
OR
does not establish a believable character.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric (1.2)
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Exemplar Responses and Annotations

Student Samples Scoring Note

Some of the samples include student work that illustrates how students interpreted 
the directions. Student responses are authentic and may contain spelling errors in 
order to demonstrate the type of response a teacher would see and score. Authentic
work during scoring training allows scorers to see that grammar and spelling are not
considered when a score is given, unless the scorer is unable to interpret its meaning.

During training for scoring of this item, teachers should read the scoring annotation
prior to viewing each exemplar.

Purpose of Exemplar Set

The set of exemplar papers is made up of examples of student responses that represent
each score point. Each exemplar paper has been previously scored and includes an
annotation that provides an explanation about the rationale for scoring.
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Exemplar #1 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In the performance the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (knocking on the door), uses body movements effectively (shrugging
shoulders, moving from door and kicking, pushing), uses facial expression clearly
(an obviously exasperated look), and uses posture/stance accurately (slumping the
shoulders to show disappointment). Meeting all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
all four of the task requirements. The performance includes a central problem
(being locked out of the house), with a clear beginning (being unable to enter the
house), a clear middle (trying to solve that problem by kicking, going to other
doors), and a clear resolution (finding a key to unlock the door). Meeting all four
task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing without any interruptions or lapses. Because the
performance is without interruptions, the full credit of four points is earned.
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Exemplar #2 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In the performance, the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (picking up the mouse, showing fear), uses body movements
effectively (moves at different levels, establishes a bedroom), uses facial expression
clearly (a full range of expressions), and uses posture/stance accurately (an angry
stance, a scared/screaming stance). Meeting all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
three of the four task requirements. The performance includes a central problem (a
mouse in the bedroom), with a clear beginning (a sleeping child awakened), and a
clear middle (trying to get the attention of the parents). No further credit can be
awarded because there is no clear resolution to the story—how the scene is
resolved remains unclear. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing without any interruptions or lapses. Because the
performance is without interruptions, the full credit of four points is earned.
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Exemplar #3 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In the performance, the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (batting a ball, looking with his hand over his eyes), uses body
movements effectively (running around the bases), uses facial expression clearly
(gazing into space at ball, opening mouth when running and squinting), and uses
posture/stance accurately (a baseball stance, when batting or returning to home
plate). Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four points on
this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
two of the four task requirements. The performance includes a clear beginning (at
the baseball field with a ball player) and a clear middle (hitting the baseball). No
further credit can be awarded because there is no clear resolution to the story and
because there is no central problem that needs to be resolved. Meeting two of the
four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing without any interruptions or lapses. Because the
performance is without interruptions, the full credit of four points is earned.
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Exemplar #4 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the performance, the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (mops brow, holds map, eats lunch), uses body movements effectively
(using levels, bending and digging), and uses posture/stance accurately (sloping
shoulders to shovel, a fatigued stance). No further credit can be awarded because
the performer does not use facial expressions clearly (he remains neutral
throughout). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance
three points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
all four of the task requirements. The performance includes a central problem
(searching for treasure), with a clear beginning (a treasure hunter is prowling with
a map), a clear middle (following the map, eating lunch, continually searching), and
a clear resolution (returning the treasure and getting a reward). Meeting all four
task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing without any interruptions or lapses. Because the
performance is without interruptions, the full credit of four points is earned.
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Exemplar #5 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the performance, the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (typing at keyboard, pounding at it), uses body movements effectively
(rides bike, throws), and uses posture/stance accurately (minimally, but does lean
forward in frustration). No further credit can be awarded because the performer
does not use facial expressions clearly (he smiles constantly, regardless of emotion).
Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on
this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
three of the four task requirements. The performance includes a central problem
(computer troubles), with a clear beginning (typing at the keyboard) and a clear
middle (trying to fix it, then throwing it). No further credit can be awarded because
there is no clear resolution to the story—how the scene is resolved remains
unclear. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance three
points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing without any interruptions or lapses. Because the
performance is without interruptions, the full credit of four points is earned.
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Exemplar #6 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the performance, the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (opens cage, pets animals), uses body movements effectively (crawls
and bends), and uses posture/stance accurately (stooping). No further credit can be
awarded because the performer does not use facial expressions clearly (he smiles
when he should be frustrated). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns
the performance three points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
all four of the task requirements. The performance includes a central problem (a
lost animal), with a clear beginning (letting the rodent out of the cage), a clear
middle (searching for the lost critter, asking for help), and a clear resolution
(happily finding the animal, even if it makes an unexpected deposit into his hand).
Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four points on 
this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing with two interruptions. The student loses his focus when he
attempts to pull the sweater over his head and when the animal defecates in his
hand. In both cases the student interrupts the performance of the scene.
Performing with two interruptions earns the performance two points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #7 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the performance, the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (looking at watch, unscrewing bottle, swallowing pills), uses body
movements effectively (crosses to sink), and uses posture/stance accurately
(changed posture to denote watching television). No further credit can be awarded
because the performer does not use facial expressions clearly (she smiles
inappropriately). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
two of the four task requirements. The performance includes a clear beginning (a
person in bed) and a clear middle (taking pills or medication). No further credit can
be awarded because there is no clear resolution to the story (in fact, the pills lead
to another problem, the stomach ache) and because there is no central problem
that needs to be resolved (there is not a central problem but two distinct problems:
the pills and the stomach ache). Meeting two of the four task requirements earns
the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing with two interruptions. The student loses her focus by
looking off into space at the wrong time and by grinning inappropriately. In both
cases, the student interrupts the performance of the scene. Performing with two
interruptions earns the performance two points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #8 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of movement by meeting two of the four
task requirements. In the performance, the student uses hand gestures
appropriately (starts car, makes foot pedal actions) and uses posture/stance
accurately (driving stance, “under car” posture). No further credit can be awarded
because the performer does not use body movements effectively (neglects to
establish car in space, entering it without opening door) and does not use facial
expressions clearly (he smiles inappropriately). Meeting two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
two of the four task requirements. The performance includes a central problem
(automobile troubles) with a clear beginning (a driver in a car). No further credit
can be awarded because there is no clear middle to the story (that he is attempting
to fix the car is not quite clear) and no clear resolution to the story (it is too rushed
to establish a resolution, with the hand toss being confusing). Meeting two of the
four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Sustains Character Rubric
for performing with two interruptions. The student interrupts the performance of
the scene by constantly shaking his hair and falling out of character at the end of
the scene. Performing with two interruptions earns the performance two points on
this rubric.
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Exemplar #9 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of movement by meeting two of the four
task requirements. In the response, the student uses hand gestures appropriately
(putting on foot gear) and uses body movements effectively (climbing and pulling).
No further credit can be awarded because the performer does not use facial
expressions clearly (no change in emotions as effort of climbing increases) and does
not use posture/stance accurately (posture is unrelated to the character). Meeting
two of the four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of creating a story structure by meeting
two of the four task requirements. The performance includes a clear beginning
(mountain climbing) and a clear middle (the series of actions to get to the top of the
hill). No further credit can be awarded because there is no clear resolution to the
story (the ending is confusing) and because there is no central problem that needs
to be resolved. Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the performance
two points on this rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric because the student performs with four or more interruptions. The student
continually looks into the audience, smiles throughout the performance, and does
not maintain focus. Performing with at least four interruptions means the
performance earns no points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #10 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of movement by meeting one of the four
task requirements. In the performance, the student uses facial expressions clearly
(providing obvious surprise and remorse). No further credit can be awarded
because the performer does not use hand gestures appropriately (not clear, other
than the brief tying of shoes), does not use body movements effectively, and does
not use posture/stance accurately (the baseball position is weak). Meeting one of
the four task requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of creating a story structure by meeting one
of the four task requirements. The performance includes a central problem (a
broken window). No further credit can be awarded because there is no clear
beginning to the story (the setting is not communicated), no clear middle (the
events are muddled), and no clear resolution (not clear what she is throwing).
Meeting one of the four task requirements earns the performance one point on this
rubric.

Performing—Sustains Character Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Sustains Character
Rubric for performing with one interruption. There is an awkward pause in the
scene after the student breaks the window, and this interruption means the
performance earns three points on this rubric.
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Directions for Administering the 
Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)

Arts Performance Assessment
Grade 8 Theatre

Campfire Story: It’s Your Night!

Introduction

This document contains information essential to the administration of the Washington
Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre, Grade 8, Campfire Story: It’s Your Night! Prior to administration, all students
should have received instruction in the skills and concepts being assessed. Please read this
information carefully before administering the performance assessment.

Test Administration Expectations

• This assessment item is to be incorporated into classroom instruction.
• This assessment item is to be administered in a safe, appropriately supervised

environment following district policy and procedures.
• Accommodations based upon student IEP or 504 plan determine the administration 

of this assessment.

Description of the Performance Assessment

Students taking this performance assessment will respond to a performance task.

• Performance tasks ask the students to individually create and perform a solo
performance based on the criteria outlined in the task. All performances must be
recorded by videotape to facilitate scoring and to document each student’s
performance.

• Short-answer questions ask the students to supply a response that may be written or
verbal. All verbal responses must be recorded to facilitate scoring and to document
each student’s performance.

Materials and Resources

Teachers will need the following materials and resources to complete this performance
assessment:

• classroom set of reproduced student tasks, including the glossary of terms,
• classroom set of reproduced student response sheets,
• one pencil per student, and
• video recorder and tape.

Teacher Preparation Guidelines

• This assessment is a solo/individual performance.
• Reproduce a classroom set of student task directions, glossary of terms, and student

response sheets found in the Student Task Booklet.
• Assign to each student a student partner who will watch the performance and

provide feedback to the student performer.
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• Students should obtain teacher approval for their storyline prior to creating the
performance.

• The student performance must be videotaped for this assessment.
• As an option to a written response, video or audio recording may be used at the

teacher’s discretion. Students being recorded need to be coached to face the recording
device when responding. Students must have a copy of the response sheet when being
recorded.

• Students may dictate response sheet answers for the teachers to scribe.
• The teachers role during taping is to read questions. Students may use resources

that are visible in the testing classroom, but the teacher may not prompt or coach
students during the assessment.

• Video setup needs to be in a defined space, so the performer can be seen at all times.
If the performer’s face cannot be seen, “expression” cannot be evaluated in the rubric.

• Students should be prompted to clearly say their name/number and their current
grade level into the recording device before they begin their performance and
response.

• Performers need to have a three second “neutral” pause at the end of the performance
to indicate a clear ending.

• Students who respond in writing must include their name/number on the response
sheet.

Recommendation for Time Management

Teachers may administer the task in the way that is most practical for their classroom and the
allotted time periods. The following three-day model is an example of how to
administer the task. This task should be administered in 2 to 3 days. The time frame is based
on a 45–60 minute class session for specialist and classroom teachers. Each individual
instructor should tailor the administration of the task to his/her available class time
and schedule.

Day One Estimated Time:
• 15 minutes: The teacher provides the class with the task and reads it aloud.

The students may ask questions. The teacher answers any questions asked.

• 30 minutes: The students have approximately 30 minutes to create the story,
develop a performance, and rehearse.

Day Two Estimated Time:
• 10 minutes: Each student performs the story for their assigned partner, who

will provide feedback about their performance.

• 5 minutes: The students refine and rehearse their performance incorporating
feedback received.

• 35 minutes: Each student performs their story, which the teacher records.
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Day Three Estimated Time:
• 5 minutes: The teacher distributes response sheets to the students.

• 10 minutes: The students prepare their verbal or written response.

• 5 minutes: The teacher collects the papers of the students who respond in
writing.

• 20 minutes: The teacher records the responses of the students.

Test Administration

Students may have as much time as they need to complete the task. All students who
remain productively engaged in the task should be allowed to finish their work. In some cases, a
few students may require considerably more time to complete the task than most students;
therefore, you may wish to move these students to a new location to finish. In other cases, the
teacher’s knowledge of some students’ work habits or special needs may suggest that students
who work very slowly should be tested separately or grouped with similar students for the test.

Provide the class with the reproduced student tasks prior to beginning the task. The students
will receive the task that follows. Instruct the students to look at the task. Have the students
read the directions to themselves as you read them aloud. Answer any questions the students
may have before you instruct them to begin.

Say: Today you will take the Grade 8 Washington Classroom-Based
Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre entitled “Campfire Story: It’s Your Night!”
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Campfire Story: It’s Your Night!

Your acting coach explains that you must meet the following task requirements when you
create your story:

• Apply the creative process in the arts:
• conceptualize the context or purpose,
• gather information from diverse sources,
• develop ideas and techniques,
• organize arts elements,
• reflect for the purpose of elaboration and self-evaluation, and
• present the work to others.

• Create a story with an effective story line.
• Use all of the following voice skills:

• appropriate projection,
• effective expression,
• clear articulation, and 
• appropriate rate.

• Use all of the following movements:
• clear and expressive facial expression,
• appropriate hand gestures,
• appropriate body movement, and 
• effective blocking.

• Create a believable character:
• use a series of movements and vocal choices that enhance and bring to life a

credible and sustainable character throughout the entire performance,
• create a performance with layered emotions (more than one emotion 

exhibited), and
• maintain focus throughout the entire performance.

You are a camper at a summer theatre camp. Every camper gets a chance to tell a
story around the campfire. Your acting coach has told you that tonight is your night to
tell a story. As you prepare your story, you will identify the situation, the conflict, and
the character. Allow for an exciting beginning and a surprise ending. After performing
for an assigned partner, you will receive feedback from your partner and refine and
rehearse your story before your final performance.

Your teacher will videotape your final performance and you will be asked to prepare a
response about your story development and final performance.

GoOn
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Your acting coach explains that you must meet the following task requirements when you
perform your story:

• Perform the story for your assigned partner in order to receive feedback about your
character and movement choices.

• Refine and rehearse your story based on the feedback you received from your partner.

Your acting coach explains that you must meet the following requirements when responding
about your story:

• Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.
• State two goals for improvement of your performance.
• Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made

to your performance.
• Use theatre vocabulary correctly.

You will have 30 minutes to create, develop, and rehearse your story. You will have 
15 minutes to perform for your partner, receive feedback, and refine your story. Your final
performance will be videotaped. You will have 10 minutes to prepare your response.

GoOn
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1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.

STOP
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Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)
Arts Performance Assessment

Grade 8 
Campfire Story: It’s Your Night!

Theatre Glossary

articulation—the clear and precise pronunciation of words

blocking—the coordination of the actors’ movements within the space (stage)

character—a person, animal, or thing in a scene, story, or play

creative process—the creating, performing, and responding processes that occur to create,
share, and analyze the arts

expression—how the character says words to show feeling

facial expression—movements of the face that express emotions or ideas

focus—the actor’s ability to concentrate and keep attention fixed on the matter at hand

gesture—a movement of the hands and/or legs that communicates character

inflection/pitch—the use of high and low sounds in speech

movement—facial expressions, hand gestures, and whole-body movements that express and
create character

projection/volume—using appropriate loud and soft sounds as a character

rate—how slowly and quickly words are spoken

rehearsal—the period of time used to prepare a play for performance before an audience

voice—an actor’s use of articulation, projection, expression, inflection, and rate to create a
character



Scoring Guide

Grade 8 Theatre

Campfire Story: It’s Your Night!

(2005)
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4 A 4-point response: The student fully demonstrates a thorough understanding
of art skills and techniques by meeting all of the four task requirements 
listed below:
• clear facial expression,
• appropriate hand gestures,
• appropriate body movement, and
• effective blocking.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
art skills and techniques by meeting three of the four task requirements 
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of art 
skills and techniques by meeting two of the four task requirements listed 
above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
art skills and techniques by meeting one of the four task requirements listed 
above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of art skills 
and techniques by meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.

Introduction to the Scoring Guide

This booklet includes a training set of exemplar student responses. The responses will be used
to instruct teachers how to score student responses using the rubrics provided.

Rubrics

Performing—Movement Rubric (1.2)

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
voice skills in the audition by meeting all of the four task requirements listed 
below:
• uses projection effectively,
• uses expression consistently,
• uses articulation proficiently, and 
• uses rate accurately.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
voice skills in the audition by meeting three of the four task requirements 
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
voice skills in the audition by meeting two of the four task requirements 
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
voice skills in the audition by meeting one of the four task requirements 
listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of voice 
skills in the audition by meeting none of the task requirements listed above.

Performing—Voice Rubric (1.2)
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
creating a story structure by meeting all of the four task requirements listed 
below:
• creates a clear beginning,
• creates a clear middle,
• includes a central conflict and resolution, and
• creates a clear ending.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
creating a story structure in the pantomime by meeting three of the four task
requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
creating a story structure in the pantomime by meeting two of the four task 
requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
creating a story structure in the pantomime by meeting one of the four task 
requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of creating a 
story structure in the pantomime by meeting none of the four task 
requirements listed above.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric (2.1)

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
the responding process by meeting all of the four task requirements listed 
below:
• describes the process used to develop the story,
• states two goals for improvement of his or her performance,
• gives evidence from the performance to support the improvement 

plan, and
• uses theatre vocabulary correctly.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates adequate understanding of the 
creative process by responding to three of the four task requirements listed 
above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates partial understanding of the 
creative process by responding to two of the four task requirements listed 
above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates minimal understanding of the 
creative process by responding to one of the four task requirements listed 
above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of the 
creative process by responding to none of the four task requirements listed 
above.

Responding Rubric (2.2)
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Scoring Notes

The following scoring notes should be used as guidelines when scoring this item.

• On the Voice Rubric, expression and rate must be character-related to earn credit.
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Exemplar Responses and Annotations

Student Samples Scoring Note

Some of the samples include student work that illustrates how students interpreted 
the directions. Student responses are authentic and may contain spelling errors in 
order to demonstrate the type of response a teacher would see and score. Authentic
work during scoring training allows scorers to see that grammar and spelling are not
considered when a score is given, unless the scorer is unable to interpret its meaning.

Purpose of Exemplar Set

The set of exemplar papers is made up of examples of student responses that represent
each score point. Each exemplar paper has been previously scored and includes an
annotation that provides an explanation about the rationale for scoring.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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First I had thought well what would make a good story.
then I say the story to myself a few times to see if I like
it and it sounds good. Then I pick my favorite and go 
with it.

I try to talk evenly and fluently. I try to use volume
to enhance my Proformance.

I try to enhance my preformance by using
appropriate gestures and movements

I talked fluently and evenly and used good voice
expression. I used apprite gesture and movements that I
think made the story better

Exemplar #1
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Exemplar #1 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting
three of the four task requirements. In recounting the story of a trip to the beach,
the storyteller uses clear facial expressions (animated, smiling, smirking),
appropriate hand gestures (many of them, including scratching his chin), and
appropriate body movements (moving arms about, leaning forward and back,
looking left and right). No further credit can be awarded because the storyteller
does not incorporate blocking into the presentation—the student remains seated
and does not move from the spot. Meeting three of the four task requirements
earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively, uses expression
consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. Meeting all
four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of creating story structure by meeting all
four of the task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a central
problem (the pursuit of jellyfish while at the beach) and the story has a clear
beginning, middle, and ending. Meeting all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 4
This response earns the score of 4 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating a
thorough understanding of the creative process by fully responding to the four task
requirements. The response describes the process used to develop the story (the
student thought of it, told it, and practiced), states two goals for improvement
(talking evenly, using gestures), gives evidence from the performance in support of
the improvement plan, and uses theatre vocabulary correctly. Meeting all four task
requirements earns the response four points on this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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I used Imagination to create my story. With great
creativity.

To face the camrea at all times

To have good facial and body expressions

I practiced at home + rewrote my story. I tried And I
Think I stade with my face to the camrea at all times

Exemplar #2
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Exemplar #2 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting
all four of the task requirements. In recounting the story of a cookie-eating brother
being mistaken as a burglar, the storyteller uses clear facial expressions (fear and
excitement), appropriate hand gestures (holding the flashlight), appropriate body
movements (sitting, standing, sneaking about), and blocking (moving around the
stage). Meeting all four of the task requirements earns the performance four points
on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively, uses expression
consistently, uses articulation proficiently, and uses rate accurately. Meeting all
four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of creating story structure by meeting
three of the four task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a clear
beginning, middle, and ending. No further credit can be awarded because the story
does not have a clear central problem and resolution—there really is not a
resolution, just an end to the story. Meeting three of the four task requirements
earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating an
adequate understanding of the creative process by fully responding to three of the
four task requirements. The response states two goals for improvement (facing the
camera, using good expressions), gives evidence from the performance in support of
the improvement plan (practiced, rewrote, and was sure to then face the camera),
and uses theatre vocabulary correctly. No further credit can be awarded because
the response does not describe the process used to develop the story. Meeting three
of the four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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um, its about a 17 year old boy that needs a Job, and he
is desprate. So he Joins the Mafia. So a long time ago his
dad died so his mother died. so he was alone.

I need to use more facial expressions, I need to try
to be more funny. And I have to consentrate.

I need to have more fun in what I’m doing in a
scene.

I tryed at home on my improvement. I aked my mom what
I could do to better my preformance. And [my partner]
said I did well in when I showed him.

Exemplar #3
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Exemplar #3 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting
all four of the task requirements. In recounting the story of how he tried to join the
mafia, the storyteller uses clear facial expressions (very animated), appropriate
hand gestures (smoking, pointing, wild talking gestures), appropriate body
movements (prancing and preening, cocky), and blocking (moving around the
stage). Meeting all four of the task requirements earns the performance four points
on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The storyteller does an excellent job vocally, including using
different voices for different characters. He uses projection effectively, expression
consistently, articulation proficiently, and rate accurately. Meeting all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of creating story structure by meeting two of
the four task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a clear beginning
(a guy needing money, fleeing from the police) and a clear middle (being offered a
job). No further credit can be awarded because the story does not have a clear
ending (it has a very abrupt conclusion: “You’re now in the mafia!”) and it does not
have a central problem and resolution—exactly what the problem is and how it is
resolved remains unclear. Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the
performance two points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating an
adequate understanding of the creative process by fully responding to three of the
four task requirements. The response states two goals for improvement
(concentrate on facial expressions, be funny), gives evidence from the performance
in support of the improvement plan, and uses theatre vocabulary correctly (scene,
improvement, performance). No further credit can be awarded because the
response does not describe the process used to develop the story (it gives facts
about the story, but not the process used to develop it). Meeting three of the four
task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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I thought about smores. Because I was hungry. And I like
smores

Not to talk about smores because people might be
hungry and it would make there mouth water

To tell what type of chocolate I was talking about.
By the way it was milk choclate.

Not talk as fast.

Exemplar #4
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Exemplar #4 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting
all four of the task requirements. In recounting the story of how he tried to make
smores, the storyteller uses clear facial expressions (very animated, making eye
contact with audience), appropriate hand gestures, appropriate body movements,
and blocking (although he did not move far, the student did use the stage). Meeting
all four of the task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively, expression
consistently (very animated and funny), articulation proficiently, and rate
accurately. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four points
on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of creating story structure by meeting all
four of the task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a central
problem and resolution (how to glue broken graham crackers together by inventing
smores), and the story has a clear beginning, middle, and ending. Meeting all four
task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 0
This response earns the score of 0 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating no
understanding of the creative process. Although the response attempts to answer
the questions, it is unsuccessful in doing so. The process used to develop the story
is not provided (“thought about smores” is not specific enough), only one goal for
improvement is given (considering the type of chocolate, but “not to talk about
smores” would ruin the story and cannot be credited), does not give evidence from
the performance to support the improvement plan (too vague), and does not
incorporate theatre vocabulary into the response. Without doing so, no points can
be earned on this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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I was waching a movie about time travel wich helped me
with the idea

remember to say “I’m in 7th grade.”

do not studer or to pace.

I practiced in the car, drama room, and at home. on my
Performenc “the day I invented time travel”

Exemplar #5
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Exemplar #5 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting
three of the four task requirements. In recounting his invention of time travel, the
storyteller uses appropriate hand gestures (making a phone call, pointing,
reaching, and holding directions), appropriate body movements (walking), and
effective blocking. No further credit can be awarded because the storyteller does
not incorporate facial expressions into the presentation—the student’s face
remains neutral throughout the scene. Meeting three of the four task requirements
earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of voice skills by meeting two of the four task
requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively and articulation
proficiently. No further credit can be awarded because he does not use expression
consistently (he does so only at certain times) and does not use rate accurately
(there is no variation in rate). Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the
performance two points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of creating story structure by meeting all
four of the task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a central
problem (inventing and then fixing the broken time-travel machine) and the story
has a clear beginning, middle, and ending. Meeting all four task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 1
This response earns the score of 1 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
minimal understanding of the creative process by meeting one of the four task
requirements. The response does state two goals for improvement (including not
stuttering or pacing), earning one point. No further credit can be awarded because
the process of developing the story is not provided (ideas are given, but not the
process), evidence from the performance to support the improvement plan is not
given (practicing a lot is not specific to the goals) and theatre vocabulary is not
used. Meeting one of the four task requirements earns the response one point on
this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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-I thought of a regular person who grows a unicorn horn.
I am the person who bumps into a swinging door. I have a
date with gorgeous Floyd that same day. She saw a horrid
pimple on her head but still went. At dinner she went to the
bathroom and saw a unicorn horn! She went back and
ordered, but all she could say was neigh. That teached her
to watch out for those doors.

different voices for different people. Doctor, waiter,
and Frieda.

when I say gourgeous, put my hands over my heart,
and sort of fall

When I was saying “what is this” I studerred then went on.
I fell back when I said gorgeous as if I day dream about
“Floyd” all the time.

Exemplar #6
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Exemplar #6 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting two
of the four task requirements. In recounting the story of an accident with the door
and a subsequent date with Floyd, the storyteller uses clear facial expressions and
appropriate hand gestures. No further credit can be awarded because the
storyteller does not use body movement appropriately (mostly she just shifts feet
and walks nervously) and does not use blocking effectively. Meeting two of the four
task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively, expression
consistently, articulation proficiently, and rate accurately. Meeting all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of creating story structure by meeting two of
the four task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a clear beginning
and a clear middle. No further credit can be awarded because the story does not
have a clear ending and it does not have a clear resolution—exactly how the
problem is resolved remains unclear. Meeting two of the four task requirements
earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
partial understanding of the creative process by fully responding to two of the four
task requirements. The response states two goals for improvement (use different
voices and add blocking elements) and gives evidence from the performance to
support the improvement plan. No further credit can be awarded because the
response does not describe the process used to develop the story (it gives facts
about the story, but not the process used to develop it) and does not incorporate
theatre vocabulary. Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the response
two points on this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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I told all the little details of my surroundings and of what
happened. + I though of all my memories + chose the story
that would be most entertaining but not to short

Eye contact with the audience.

fluency

I kept my eyes on the floor + studdered

Exemplar #7
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Exemplar #7 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting one
of the four task requirements. In recounting the story of a family trip to Arizona,
the storyteller uses appropriate hand gestures, earning one point. No further credit
can be awarded because the storyteller does not use clear facial expressions (he
remains neutral throughout, even when talking about death or fear), does not use
body movement appropriately, and does not use blocking effectively (remaining
seated the whole time). Meeting one of the four task requirements earns the
performance one point on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of voice skills by meeting two of the four task
requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively and articulation
proficiently. No further credit can be awarded because he does not use expression
consistently (he does not take on the voice of any character, simply talking as
himself) and does not use rate accurately (there is no variation in rate). Meeting
two of the four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of creating story structure by meeting all
four of the task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a central
problem (the central problem of the story seems to be the scorpions) and the story
has a clear beginning, middle, and ending (when the uncle saves the day by
defeating the scourge of scorpions). Meeting all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
partial understanding of the creative process by fully responding to two of the four
task requirements. The response describes the process used to develop the story
and states two goals for improvement (keeping eye contact with the audience, and
maintaining fluency). No further credit can be awarded because the response does
not give evidence from the performance to support the improvement plan (it points
out errors, not improvements) and does not incorporate theatre vocabulary.
Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the response two points on this
rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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I didnt really have a creative process I just thought of a
story that people would want to here. I used a piece of
paper wrote down my storys and pick one I liked.

My first goal is to make my story longer.

Second goal is to have more movement.

Ummm.......My story was very short and that I had no
movement. I made my story a little longer and added
movement

Exemplar #8
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Exemplar #8 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting one
of the four task requirements. In recounting the story of his history with hamsters,
the storyteller uses appropriate hand gestures, earning one point. No further credit
can be awarded because the storyteller does not use clear facial expressions (he
remains neutral throughout, does not use body movement appropriately, and does
not use blocking effectively (remaining seated the whole time). Meeting one of the
four task requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of voice skills by meeting two of the four task
requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively, and articulation
proficiently. No further credit can be awarded because he does not use expression
consistently (any expression is unrelated to the character) and does not use rate
accurately (again, unrelated to character). Meeting two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of creating story structure by meeting two of
the four task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a clear beginning
and a clear middle. No further credit can be awarded because the story does not
have a clear ending (concluding with the abrupt and unrelated “then we went
camping”) and it does not have a central problem and resolution—it is simply a
recital of the story of how his hamsters died. Meeting two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 3
This response earns the score of 3 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating an
adequate understanding of the creative process by fully responding to three of the
four task requirements. The response describes the process used to develop the
story (thought it up and wrote it down), states two goals for improvement (make it
longer, add movement), and gives evidence from the performance in support of the
improvement plan. No further credit can be awarded because the response does not
incorporate theatre vocabulary (“movement” alone is not enough). Meeting three of
the four task requirements earns the response three points on this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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it’s about the time I invented fire I was rubbing two
sticks to gether and fire came because I have always
wanted to invent something.

I didn’t Laugh so much like I use to

I wasn’t nervouse like I thought I would be.

I got up and did my play without figiting or a dead face
and I had confidence in my self.

Exemplar #9
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Exemplar #9 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating partial understanding of arts skills and techniques by meeting two
of the four task requirements. In recounting the story of trying to start a fire, the
storyteller uses appropriate hand gestures (making fire, rubbing sticks) and
appropriate body movements (squatting, standing). No further credit can be
awarded because the storyteller does not use clear facial expressions (minimal) and
does not use blocking effectively. Meeting two of the four task requirements earns
the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 1 
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of voice skills by meeting one of the four
task requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively, earning one point. No
further credit can be awarded because the student does not use expression
consistently (the tone largely does not change), does not use articulation
proficiently, and does not use rate accurately (no variation). Meeting one of the four
task requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of creating story structure by meeting one
of the four task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a clear
beginning, earning one point. No further credit can be awarded because the story
does not have a clear middle, a clear ending, and it does not have a clear problem
(the situation is not presented as a problem, simply a reality). Meeting one of the
four task requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 2
This response earns the score of 2 on the Responding Rubric for demonstrating
partial understanding of the creative process by fully responding to two of the four
task requirements. The response states two goals for improvement (not to laugh or
get nervous) and gives evidence from the performance to support the improvement
plan. No further credit can be awarded because the response does not describe the
process used to develop the story (it gives facts about fire, but not the process used
to develop the story) and does not incorporate theatre vocabulary. Meeting two of
the four task requirements earns the response two points on this rubric.



1) Describe the creative process you used to develop your story.

2) State two goals for improvement of your performance.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

3) Give evidence from your performance to support the improvements you made to
your performance.
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Exemplar #10
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Exemplar #10 Annotation

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating no understanding of arts skills and techniques. Instead of taking on
the persona of a character, the storyteller simply recites her tale. Because there is
very little movement and no movement related to a character, no points can be
earned on this rubric.

Performing—Voice Rubric Score: 1 
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Voice Rubric for
demonstrating minimal understanding of voice skills by meeting one of the four
task requirements. The storyteller uses projection effectively, earning one point. No
further credit can be awarded because the student does not use expression
consistently (there is no character), does not use articulation proficiently, and does
not use rate accurately (no variation). Meeting one of the four task requirements
earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Creating—Story Structure Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Creating—Story Structure Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of creating story structure by meeting
three of the four task requirements. The storyteller creates a story with a central
problem (getting lost on a family vacation to Oregon) that includes a clear
beginning (putting the directions in the car) and a clear middle (not being able to
find them). No further credit can be awarded because the story does not have a
clear resolution. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Responding Rubric Score: 0
This response earns the score of 0 on the Responding Rubric because it is left
blank.
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Directions for Administering the 
Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)

Arts Performance Assessment
Grade 10 Theatre
You’re History!

Introduction

This document contains information essential to the administration of the Washington
Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre, Grade 10, You’re History! Prior to administration, all students should have
received instruction in the skills and concepts being assessed. Please read this information
carefully before administering the performance assessment.

Test Administration Expectations

• This assessment item is to be incorporated into classroom instruction.
• This assessment item is to be administered in a safe, appropriately supervised

environment following district policy and procedures.
• Accommodations based upon student IEP or 504 plan determine the administration

of this assessment.

Description of the Performance Assessment

Students taking this performance assessment will respond to a performance task.

• Performance tasks ask the students to individually create and perform a solo
performance based on the criteria outlined in the task. All performances must be
recorded by videotape to facilitate scoring and to document each student’s
performance.

• Short-answer questions ask the students to supply a response that may be written or
verbal. All verbal responses must be recorded to facilitate scoring and to document
each student’s performance.

Materials and Resources

Teachers will need the following materials and resources to complete this performance
assessment:

• classroom set of reproduced student tasks, including the glossary of terms,
• classroom set of reproduced student response sheets,
• one pencil per student, and
• video recorder, tripod (optional), and tape.

Teacher Preparation Guidelines

• This assessment is a solo/individual performance.
• Reproduce a classroom set of student task directions, glossary of terms, and student

response sheets found in the Student Task Booklet.
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• Students will choose a partner to whom they will perform and from whom they will
receive feedback. If there is an odd number of students in a class, you may have a
group of three students working together.

• The student performance must be videotaped for this assessment.
• The teacher may choose to read the questions for each student’s performance in order

to maintain consistency and validity. Students may use resources that are visible in
the testing classroom, but the teacher may not prompt or coach students during the
assessment. In this instance, the teacher will need a tripod or assistance with
videotaping.

• The students will submit their created historic figure questions which are also a part
of their performance.

• Video “setup” needs to be in a defined space, so the performer can be seen at all
times.

• Students should be prompted to clearly say their name/number and their current
grade level into the recording device before they begin their performance and
response.

Recommendation for Time Management

Teachers may administer the task in the way that is most practical for their classroom and the
allotted time periods. The following three-day model is an example of how to
administer the task. This task should be administered in 3 to 4 days. The time frame is based
on a 45–60 minute class session for specialist and classroom teachers. Each individual
instructor should tailor the administration of the task to his/her available class time
and schedule.

Day One Estimated Time:
• 15 minutes: The teacher provides the class with the task and reads it aloud.

The students may ask questions. The teacher answers any questions asked.

• 30 minutes: The students select and research the historical figure chosen 
to perform. (Internet research must be monitored.)

Day Two Estimated Time:
• 5 minutes: The teacher distributes the response sheets to the students.

• 15 minutes: The students compose 5 questions that the judges will ask them
as their chosen historical figure.

• 20 minutes: The students create their performance/portrayal of their chosen
historical figure by practicing answering the questions they created in
character.
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Day Three Estimated Time:
• 5 minutes: The teacher returns the response sheets to the students.

• 10 minutes: Each student performs for another student, who will provide the
student with feedback about the performance.

• 10 minutes: The students refine and rehearse their performance
incorporating feedback received (This may occur while other students are
performing for the teacher.)

• 35 minutes: Each student performs their portrayal of the chosen historical
figure by answering the questions they created for their historical figure to
answer. This performance will be recorded by the teacher using a tripod or an
assistant.

Test Administration

Students may have as much time as they need to complete the task. All students who
remain productively engaged in the task should be allowed to finish their work. In some cases, a
few students may require considerably more time to complete the task than most students;
therefore, you may wish to move these students to a new location to finish. In other cases, the
teacher’s knowledge of some students’ work habits or special needs may suggest that students
who work very slowly should be tested separately or grouped with similar students for the test.

Provide the class with the reproduced student tasks prior to beginning the task. The students
will receive the task that follows. Instruct the students to look at the task. Have the students
read the directions to themselves as you read them aloud. Answer any questions the students
may have before you instruct them to begin.

Say: Today you will take the Grade 10 Washington Classroom-Based
Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre entitled “You’re History!”
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You’re History!

Your theatre teacher explains that you must meet all of the following task requirements
when you create your performance:

• Select a historical figure.
• Compose and research five questions that you want the judges to ask you about this

historical figure.
• Prepare to respond to these questions as the historical figure.
• Present your performance to another student.
• Receive feedback on your performance from this student.
• Refine your performance.

Your theatre teacher explains that you must meet all of the following task requirements
when performing:

• Use appropriate voice skills to perform as your historical figure:
• projection,
• expression,
• articulation, and
• rate.

• Use appropriate movements to perform as your historical figure:
• hand gestures,
• body movements,
• facial expression, and
• blocking.

Your theatre teacher has asked you to be part of the upcoming History Day
Competition. You are to select a historical figure and perform as he or she would speak
and act if he or she were alive.

You will need to understand the background for your historical figure by researching
his or her life. Create a series of questions and research the answers to the questions
using resources in your school’s library. Be prepared to perform as your chosen
historical figure by answering your questions for the judges at the History Day
Competition. To prepare for your performance, you will present it to a partner to
receive feedback so you can refine your work. The History Day Competition judges
want to see your ability to use your voice and movement skills to perform and act as a
believable historical figure while answering the questions you created for the judges.
Your 2-minute interview with the judges will be videotaped.

GoOn
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• Create a believable historical figure:
• use a series of movement and vocal choices that enhance and bring to life your

chosen historical figure throughout the entire performance,
• create a performance with layered emotions (more than one emotion exhibited at

the same time), and
• maintain focus throughout the entire performance.

You will have 30 minutes to select and research your historical figure. Then, you will have 
15 minutes to compose questions and answers and 20 minutes to create your performance as
your chosen historical figure. You will have 10 minutes to perform for another student and
receive feedback. After receiving this feedback, you will have 10 minutes to refine and
rehearse your performance before performing for the History Day Competition judges. Your
videotaped performance for the judges will be 2 minutes long.

GoOn
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1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:

GoOn
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Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:

STOP
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Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)
Arts Performance Assessment

Grade 10 
You’re History!

Theatre Glossary

articulation—the clear and precise pronunciation of words

blocking—the coordination of the actor’s movements within the space (stage)

character—a person, animal, or thing in a scene, story, or play

expression—how the character says words to show feeling

facial expression—movements of the face that express emotions or ideas

focus—the actor’s ability to concentrate and keep attention fixed on the matter at hand

gesture—a movement of the hands and/or legs that communicates character

inflection/pitch—the use of high and low sounds in speech

monologue—a scene for an actor speaking alone

movement—facial expressions, hand gestures, and whole-body movements that express and
create character

projection/volume—using appropriate loud and soft sounds as a character

rate—how slowly and quickly words are spoken

rehearsal—the period of time used to prepare a play for performance before an audience

voice—an actor’s use of articulation, projection, expression, inflection, and rate to create a
character





Scoring Guide

Grade 10

Theatre

You’re History! (2005)
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
movement in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting all of the 
four task requirements listed below:
• uses hand gestures effectively,
• uses body movement appropriately,
• uses facial expression effectively, and 
• uses blocking effectively.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
movement in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting three of 
the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
movement in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting two of the
four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
movement in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting one of the
four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of movement
in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting none of the four task
requirements listed above.

Performing—Movement Rubric (1.2)

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
voice skills in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting all of the 
four task requirements listed below:
• uses projection appropriately,
• uses expression accurately,
• uses articulation clearly, and
• uses rate effectively.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
voice skills in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting three of 
the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
voice skills in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting two of 
the four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
voice skills in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting one of the
four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of voice 
skills in performing as the chosen historical figure by meeting none of the 
four task requirements listed above.

Introduction to The Scoring Guide

This booklet includes a training set of exemplar student responses. The responses will be used
to instruct teachers how to score student responses using the rubrics provided.

Rubrics
Performing—Voice Skills Rubric (1.2)
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting all of the four task 
requirements listed below:
• uses a series of movements that thoroughly enhance and bring to life a 

believable and sustainable character throughout the entire performance,
• uses a series of vocal choices that thoroughly enhance and bring to life a 

believable and sustainable character throughout the entire performance,
• creates a performance with clearly layered emotions (more than one 

emotion exhibited at the same time), and
• maintains focus throughout the entire performance.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting three of the four 
task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting two of the four task 
requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting one of the four task 
requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting none of the four task
requirements listed above.

Performing—Character Rubric (1.1.1)
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Scoring Notes

The following scoring notes should be used as guidelines when scoring this item.

• Only historical figures are accepted for this item—fictional characters cannot be 
credited and will earn the score of 0 on all rubrics.

• On the Performing—Movement Rubric, the movements need to be purposeful to be 
credited. Random movements are not acceptable.

• The first two rubrics (Performing—Voice Skills and Performing—Movement) award 
points based on the mastery of those skills. The first two bullets of the 
Performing—Character Development rubric award points based on voice skills and 
movement skills only in relation to furthering the development of character.

• The student is not scored on the written response sheet. It is included only as an 
example of student work that a scorer may encounter.
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Exemplar Responses and Annotations

Student Samples Scoring Note

Some of the samples include student work that illustrates how students interpreted 
the directions. Student responses are authentic and may contain spelling errors in 
order to demonstrate the type of response a teacher would see and score. Authentic
work during scoring training allows scorers to see that grammar and spelling are not
considered when a score is given, unless the scorer is unable to interpret its meaning.

Purpose of Exemplar Set

The set of exemplar papers is made up of examples of student responses that represent
each score point. Each exemplar paper has been previously scored and includes an
annotation that provides an explanation about the rationale for scoring.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Harriet Tubman

Harriet Tubman was a slave who made a lot of trips back
South to free her people.

Why do you have Memory loss & sleep spells
Because when I was 12 My Master wanted me to

help him tie up one of my people for trying to escape and
I wouldn’t do it so he threw a brick at me and it hit me in
the head.

What did you do if people got scared and wanted to turn back
I would pull out my rifle & threaten to shoot them

because I knew we could make it but I knew it was scary
for us all. I never lost one passenger. Everyone who
wanted to be free would be free with me.

Exemplar #1



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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How did you feel when you saw wanted posters with
your picture on it

I felt scared that someone would see me and cut my
head off. I was always afraid when I saw white folks
coming close to me. And It was harder because I couldn’t
read or write

If you can’t read how did you know when you were in a free state
My friend gave me some paper that had

Pennsylvania written on it & when I reached in my pocket
& saw it was the sign I felt so happy like I was walking
to heaven

How many people did you bring free
lets see....I brought my parents sisters brothers

friends and some people I didn’t know. I’d say about
300 I just went back & forth back & forth until the war
started. I never went off track of the underground
railroad and I never lost a passenger.

Exemplar #1
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Exemplar #1 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In her presentation of Harriet Tubman, the student uses
projection appropriately, expression accurately (excellent accent, good word
choices), articulation clearly, and rate effectively. Meeting all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement in performance by
meeting three of the four task requirements. The student uses hand gestures
effectively (holding her hand to her chest, pointing, moving her arms in and out,
extricating a piece of imaginary paper from her pocket), body movement
appropriately, and facial expression effectively (including a glorious smile when she
talks about reaching the “free states”). No further credit can be awarded because
the student does not incorporate blocking into the performance—because she
remains seated the whole time, blocking is not used. Meeting three of the four task
requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating a thorough understanding of establishing a character by
meeting all four of the task requirements. The student uses a series of movements
to establish character (as noted above), uses vocal choices to establish character
(notably the accent and vocabulary choices), creates a performance with layered
emotion (switching from pride to fear, among others), and maintains focus
throughout the scene. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance
four points on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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“Shoeless” Joe Jackson

Baseball player in 1912. Caught Cheating in the World
Series.

So you were caught cheating in the World Series...Were you alone?

No...I was caught along with 11 other players on the
team... We couldn’t get everyone to cheat, but enough of us
did to get us dubbed the “Black Sox”...

How did you and the others cheat?
We threw the game... But I didn’t do it so bad! I

still hit a .375 average for the series! But everybody
pointed a finger at me so they threw me in with the lot of
them...

Exemplar #2



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Were you even any good at baseball?
Well... Some say that if I hadn’t been banned from

baseball I woulda been the best. I could hit, I could
field... hell, I ran so fast they called me “Shoeless Joe”!

How did you get to be so good?
I loved the game. I played it as much as I could

all my life. All my friends used to get mad that all I ever
wanted to do was play ball. I even used to look directly
into a candles flame to help me focus on the ball! My life
was all about baseball... until they banned me...

What was the hardest part of getting caught?
Prolly never gettin to play the game again. Baseball

was my life. And when they took that away... I had nothin
left. I dissapeared into the shadows. Some say I still
played in minor leagues. But you didn’t hear that from
me... But prolly what hurt the most was that kid... “Say it
ain’t so Joe... Say it ain’t so...”

Exemplar #2
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Exemplar #2 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In his presentation of Shoeless Joe Jackson, the student uses
projection appropriately, expression accurately (in his quiet, resigned voice, and the
“say it ain’t so, Joe” quote at the end), articulation clearly, and rate effectively
(talking excitedly and speedily when speaking of baseball, slowly and sadly when
talking about the Black Sox scandal). Meeting all four task requirements earns the
performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement in performance by meeting
all four of the task requirements. The student uses hand gestures effectively
(holding and removing his ball cap), body movement appropriately, facial
expression effectively (anguish over his cheating, joy for his love of the game), and
blocking effectively (sitting, standing, pacing with nerves). Meeting all four of the
task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating a thorough understanding of establishing a character by
meeting all four of the task requirements. The student uses a series of movements
to establish character (as noted above), uses vocal choices to establish character
(through the use of accent, word choices, and volume), creates a performance with
layered emotion (switching back and forth between anguish and joy), and
maintains focus throughout the scene. Meeting all four task requirements earns
the performance four points on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Calamity Jane; 

An American boarn in 1852 who was the first “offical”
cross dresser.

What is it that made you a historical figure?
Well, I guess all the tabaco, wisky, rifle shooten,

and being the first girl to dress like a guy. I fooled all of
them. because I didn’t feel wemen got a fair shair in life
being a womem. I drank like a guy, shoot like a guy, and
voted like a guy

How did you get your nickname “Calamity Jane”?
A huge fight broke out, and Captain of our

company was stuck in the middel. I got him out of it w/o a
scratch. So he called me that and it stuck.

Exemplar #3



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Who took care of you?
Me and my sisters and mama were abandened by

my brothers and Pa, so I was raised by the indians.

When did people start to respect you morer
When I saved 6 sissy men from a run away stage

coatch. As a girl.

Who was your best friend?
That’d been Buffalo Bill. He took me in as a scout

befor the age of 20.

Exemplar #3
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Exemplar #3 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In her presentation of Calamity Jane, the student used
projection appropriately, expression accurately (most notably in the accent),
articulation clearly, and rate effectively. Meeting all four task requirements earns
the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement in performance by meeting
all four of the task requirements. The student uses hand gestures effectively, body
movement appropriately (her foot up on a chair, her hands jauntily in pockets),
facial expression effectively, and blocking effectively. Meeting all four of the task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating a thorough understanding of establishing a character by
meeting all four of the task requirements. The student uses a series of movements
to establish character; uses vocal choices to establish character (through the use of
accent and word choices), creates a performance with layered emotion (sadness
when talking of her father leaving, and yet always a sense of abiding toughness),
and maintains focus throughout the scene. Meeting all four task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Emily Post

Post was born in 1873 and was famous for her book
“Etiqutte” as well as her short stories. She was a “working
woman” in an uncommon time the 1800’s

Where did you recieve Education?
I recieved fine private education in both a home

setting, my governesses saw to that, and at the best private
schools in Baltimore & New York.

You come from a well bred upbreeding, and yet
you are now a working woman despite the objections that
wellbred women can’t work how do you feel about that?

It’s simply ridiculous. Why waste a perfectly good
intellect simply because I happen to be female. What was
the point of my education if I can’t do anything with it?



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Do you feel that your childhood shaped your career?  
Most certainly. If I had not been taught to cross my

legs at the ankle and never slurp my soup I wouldn’t possess
the grace which gave met he ability to discuss good manners.

You once said “Manner is personality” what do you
mean?

Manners are a good deal more than treading light. They
are how one presents themself. If I were to slump in my
chair & constantly frown you wouldn’t think very much of me
now would you?

Do you believe beauty can be found anywhere.
Oh yes. Even in a pile of weeds. One just have to know

how to look. Believe!
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Exemplar #4 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In her presentation of Emily Post, the student uses projection
appropriately, expression accurately (very particularly giving meaning to words,
making them relevant and important), articulation clearly (extremely so), and rate
effectively. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four points
on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement in performance by
meeting three of the four task requirements. The student uses hand gestures
effectively (counting on her fingers, making pointing motions), body movement
appropriately (her posture is very exact, her body parts placed perfectly), and facial
expression effectively. No further credit can be awarded because the student does
not incorporate blocking into the performance—because she remains seated the
whole time, blocking is not used. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns
the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating a thorough understanding of establishing a character by
meeting all four of the task requirements. The student does an excellent job of
using a series of movements to establish character (as noted above), does an
excellent job of using vocal choices to establish character (notably the clipped
accent and precise vocabulary choices), creates a performance with layered emotion
(at times strong, at times defensive, sometimes disdainful), and maintains focus
throughout the scene. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance
four points on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Napoleon

The emperor of the French.

“Were and When were you born?”
“August 15 1769 in Ajaccib.”

“Why did you Decide to Join the Military?
“When I was a child I won a scholarship to French

Military Academy.”

Exemplar #5



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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“What is your role in the French Army?”
“Why I am the Emperor of the French.”

“What were you Doing in france?”
“I am building a federation of Free peoples.”

“OK, Final Question Do you have a saying to threaten people?”
“Yes I do, The most Dangerous Moment Comes with

Victory.”

Exemplar #5
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Exemplar #5 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In his presentation of the Emperor Napoleon, the student uses
projection appropriately, expression accurately (an occasional accent, a constant
haughtiness), articulation clearly, and rate effectively (nicely paced). Meeting all
four task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of movement in performance by meeting
all four of the task requirements. The student uses hand gestures effectively
(holding out his arms to claim himself emperor, places his hand in his shirt in a
classic Napoleon pose), body movement appropriately (sitting and pacing), facial
expression effectively (haughty again), and blocking effectively. Meeting all four of
the task requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating a partial understanding of establishing a character by
meeting two of the four task requirements. The student uses a series of movements
to establish character (including taking on the mannerisms of a leader, swinging
his arms and tucking in his hand) and uses vocal choices to establish character
(through the use of accent and arrogance). No further credit can be awarded
because the performance does not include layered emotions (Napoleon is arrogant
throughout) and the performer does not maintain focus on the scene (the student
loses character between each question, becoming a student before reappearing as
the French leader after each question is posed). Meeting two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.



Student did not submit the written questions and answers.

1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Exemplar #6 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of voice skills by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In his presentation of Elvis Presley, the student used
projection appropriately, expression accurately (with his thick, Elvis accent), and
rate effectively. No further credit can be awarded because the student does not use
articulation clearly (although the dialect is itself sometimes hard to comprehend,
the lack of articulation hinders the listener’s ability to understand). Meeting three
of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement in performance by
meeting three of the four task requirements. The student uses hand gestures
effectively (using his hands in very grandiose ways), body movement appropriately
(bending, leaning, singing, swaying, and dancing), and facial expression effectively
(exuding a coolness even behind glasses). No further credit can be awarded because
the student does not incorporate blocking into the performance. Meeting three of
the four task requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating an adequate understanding of establishing a character
by meeting three of the four task requirements. The student uses a series of
movements to establish character (as noted above), uses vocal choices to establish
character (notably the accent and vocabulary choices), and maintains focus
throughout the scene. No further credit can be awarded because the performance
does not include layered emotion (the only emotion obvious in the scene is Elvis’
abundant cool). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance
three points on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Betsy Ross - Women who made first American flag

Ross was approached by George Washington to make the 1st

American flag. Became offical flagmaker. She talked George
into using 5-pointed stars rather than 6. Born in 1752

How did you get adopted into the upholstery buisness?
Her husband John Ross maried in (1773-1776) died

in a militia gun powder accident and that’s when she
inherited it. She was always a good seamstress so she took
the buisness under her “corset” to make it succeed. Started
uphostering after her schooling then two years after 1st
marriage started upholstery buisness.

How did each of your husbands die?
John Ross (1st) eloped with him, died in militia

gunpowder accident; Joseph Ashburn (1777-1782) captured
by British and sent to old Mill Prision there to die; and
finally John Claypode (1783-1817) died of bad health

Exemplar #7



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Why did you bemome a Quaker?
Her father was a Quaker so she returned to the

buisness after she was widowed the 2nd time. Quakers were
against the bearing of arms and she joined when the
supporters of the war banded together. It was easy for
her to get there because home was nearby.

How did she become acquainted with George Washington?
Betsy frequently embroidered his shirt ruffles and

other things, she sat next to him in the pews at the Christ
Church in Philedelphia, and he visited her with friendly
visits and as well as buisness related visits.

What did she do after the war?
never remarried, stayed with the Quakers as a

widow. I died at my home in 1853 with the closing of a door
meaning the end of an era.

Exemplar #7
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Exemplar #7 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In her presentation of Betsy Ross, the student uses projection
appropriately, expression accurately (especially in discussing the various deaths of
her husbands or her sense of pride at accomplishments), articulation clearly, and
rate effectively. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four
points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating an adequate understanding of movement in performance by
meeting three of the four task requirements. The student uses hand gestures
effectively, body movement appropriately, and facial expression effectively (looking
sad and lost, with her head down, when discussing a lost husband). No further
credit can be awarded because the student does not incorporate blocking into the
performance (although she does pace during the performance, that seems like
nervous energy more than a purposeful choice). Meeting three of the four task
requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating a partial understanding of establishing a character by
meeting two of the four task requirements. The student uses vocal choices to
establish character (through particular word choices and purposeful pauses) and
maintains focus throughout the scene. No further credit can be awarded because
the student does not use a series of movements to establish character (while there
is movement, it does not seem to be character driven) and the performance does
not include layered emotions (the performance is more a recital of facts than a
performance of emotions). Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the
performance two points on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Molly Brown (Margaret Tobin Brown)

“The unsinkable Molly Brown” surviving the sinking of the
Titanic. Also actress, activist and philanthropist.

Where were you born and what was your family
like?

Hannibal, Missouri.  Oct. 26. My parents were
Irish immigrants. I have one brother named Daniel. As a
teenager I moved to Colorado where my brother became a
minor and me a clerk at a local store. I took trips
together as I got older after I was married.

Who was your husband?
James Brown in 1886

We moved to a nearby town and started a soup kitchen for
minors. My husband was minor so it was a way of giving
back.



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Your husband was a minor?
He started that way then became famous and got

good money for his new way of getting gold at the bottom of
mines.

What was the Denver Women’s Club
An organization that I helped found that helps

women + children. it worked to start the first juvenile
courts as well.

Why were you on the Titanic + what did you do
after hearing it was sinking?

My grandson was ill while I was in egypt with my
husband so I had to go to him. My fluent language abilities
helped with people on the ship as it was going down. My
education allowed me to help others as well as myself.
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Exemplar #8 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In her presentation of the Unsinkable Molly Brown, the student
used projection appropriately, expression accurately, articulation clearly, and rate
effectively. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four points
on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of movement in performance by meeting
two of the four task requirements. The student uses hand gestures and facial
expression in her performance. No further credit can be awarded because the
student does not use body movement (the only movement being the unintended
shifting of feet) and does not incorporate blocking into the performance (remaining
in one place throughout). Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the
performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating minimal understanding of establishing a character by
meeting one of the four task requirements. The student does maintain focus
throughout the performance, earning one point. No further credit can be awarded
because the student does not use a series of movements or vocal choices to
establish character (she remains herself throughout the scene) and the
performance does not include layered emotions (the performance is more a recital
of facts than a performance of emotions). Meeting one of the four task
requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Tom Waits

A Blues Musician from the 1970’s. he is a favorite
musician of mine. he is an old time street smart greasy
blues style guy

How would you describe your music?
My music is that of a back alley, street style blues.

I tended to sing about girls, love loss, travel and work in
the early 1970’s. however in 1974 I changed my style using
more worldly istraments and utilizing spoken word.

Is that what caused you to change record labels.
Yes, Asylum didn’t like my new style, so I took my

album, swordfishtrombones to Island Records who happily
produced it. by changing my style like this I attracted a
new generation of listeners.

Exemplar #9



Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Are you married?
yes, to Kathleen Brennen, I met her while she was

a script editor. We fell in love and decided to be married.
to pick a chappel I opend the yellow pages and picked one.
We were married that nigh.

Have you ever done any acting?
Yes, I starred in the musical Franks Wild Years, in

Nashville tenn. for 6 months. I have also written the score
for numerous plays and movies.

Did you Idolize any musicians as a kid?
yes, I greatly Idolized Bob Dylan. In fact I was

so amazed with him that I tacked up his song lyrics in my
bedroom and Framed others and hung them as Art in my
house.

Exemplar #9
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Exemplar #9 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice skills by meeting all four of the
task requirements. In his presentation of the singer Tom Waits, the student uses
projection appropriately, expression accurately (a smoky, slow voice); articulation
clearly, and rate effectively (nicely varied). Meeting all four task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 0 
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Movement Rubric
because it does not demonstrate movement skills. The student does not incorporate
hand gestures, body movement, facial expressions, or blocking into his
performance. Without these elements, no points can be earned on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating a partial understanding of establishing a character by
meeting two of the four task requirements. The student uses vocal choices to
establish character (sounding very much like a blues musician), and maintains
focus throughout the scene. No further credit can be awarded because the student
does not use a series of movements to establish character (there is virtually no
movement in the scene) and the performance does not include layered emotions
(the performance is largely devoid of emotions). Meeting two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.



1) Who is the historical figure you have chosen to characterize?

2) What is the historical context of this historical figure?

3) List 5 questions and answers you have researched about your historical figure.

Question 1:

Answer:

Question 2:

Answer:
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Billy the Kid

His dad died when Billy was aroud 5 years old his mom
died when he was 14.

What are you most known for?
I guess for Being the great excape artist that I

am or mabie for my great ability to live through everything
probly both yeah both 2.

Where are your parents?
They Both died my dad when I was Five and my

mom when I was fourteen.
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Question 3:

Answer:

Question 4:

Answer:

Question 5:

Answer:
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Is it hard with out Parents
It wasn’t untill I got arrestid for a Practicle joke

then I had to exscape And Become a fugitive.

Was It hard on the run
not untill I killed some one then I it was hard

How did you die
Well I went to see my girl and when I walked In

the house and The sherrif shot me

Exemplar #10
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Exemplar #10 Annotation

Performing—Voice Skills Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Voice Skills Rubric for
demonstrating a partial understanding of voice skills by meeting two of the four
task requirements. In his presentation of Billy the Kid, the student used
expression accurately; and articulation clearly. No further credit can be awarded
because he did not use either projection (his low voice being very hard to
understand) or rate (unvaried, rather monotonous) effectively. Meeting two of the
four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.

Performing—Movement Rubric Score: 1 
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Movement Rubric for
demonstrating a minimal understanding of movement in performance by meeting
one of the four task requirements. The student does use hand gestures (using his
hand to punctuate thoughts, though somewhat weakly), earning one point. No
further credit can be awarded because the student does not incorporate body
movement (just teetering back and forth), facial expression (blank look on the face),
or blocking into the performance. Meeting one of the four task requirements earns
the performance one point on this rubric.

Performing—Character Development Rubric Score: 0
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Performing—Character Development
Rubric for demonstrating no understanding of establishing a character. The
student does not use either movements or vocal choices to establish character, does
not create a performance with layered emotions (the scene is virtually free of
emotion), and does not maintain focus throughout (looking into the audience and
making a face). Without doing so, no points can be earned on this rubric.
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Directions for Administering the 
Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)

Arts Performance Assessment
Comedy Tonight!
Grade 10 Theatre

Introduction

This document contains information essential to the administration of the Washington
Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre, Grade 10, Comedy Tonight! Prior to administration, all students should have
received instruction in the skills and concepts being assessed. Please read this information
carefully before administering the performance assessment.

Test Administration Expectations

• This assessment item is to be incorporated into classroom instruction.
• This assessment item is to be administered in a safe, appropriately supervised

environment following district policy and procedures.
• Accommodations based upon student IEP or 504 plan determine the administration

of this assessment.

Description of the Performance Assessment

Students taking this performance assessment will respond to a performance task.

• Performance tasks ask the students to individually create and perform a solo
performance based on the criteria outlined in the task. All performances must be
recorded by videotape to facilitate scoring and to document each student’s
performance.

Materials and Resources

Teachers will need the following materials and resources to complete this performance
assessment:

• classroom set of reproduced student tasks, including the glossary of terms,
• one pen per student, and
• video recorder and tape.

Teacher Preparation Guidelines

• This assessment is a solo/individual performance, though each student will perform
with a partner. Each student will be assessed individually.

• Reproduce a classroom set of student task directions and glossary of terms, found in
the Student Task Booklet.

• Assign partners for this assessment.
• The student performance must be videotaped for this assessment.
• Video setup needs to be in a defined space, so the performer can be seen at all times.
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• Students should be prompted to clearly say their name/number and their current
grade level into the recording device before they begin their performance.

• Performers need to have a three second “neutral” pause at the end of the performance
to indicate a clear ending.

Recommendation for Time Management

Teachers may administer the task in the way that is most practical for their classroom and the
allotted time periods. The following two-day model is an example of how to administer
the task. This task should be administered in 1 to 2 days. The time frame is based on a 45–60
minute class session for specialist and classroom teachers. Each individual instructor
should tailor the administration of the task to his/her available class time and
schedule.

Day One Estimated Time:
• 15 minutes: The teacher provides the class with the task and reads it aloud.

The students may ask questions. The teacher answers any questions asked.

• 10 minutes: The students create and develop their improvisation.

• 35 minutes: Each student pair performs their improvisation, which the
teacher records.

Day Two Estimated Time:
• 10 minutes: The remaining student pairs review their improvisation.

• 45 minutes: Each remaining student pair performs their improvisation,
which the teacher records.

Test Administration

Students may have as much time as they need to complete the task. All students who
remain productively engaged in the task should be allowed to finish their work. In some cases, a
few students may require considerably more time to complete the task than most students;
therefore, you may wish to move these students to a new location to finish. In other cases, the
teacher’s knowledge of some students’ work habits or special needs may suggest that students
who work very slowly should be tested separately or grouped with similar students for the test.

Provide the class with the reproduced student tasks prior to beginning the task. The students
will receive the task that follows. Instruct the students to look at the task. Have the students
read the directions to themselves as you read them aloud. Answer any questions the students
may have before you instruct them to begin.

If the class has an odd number of students, a student can perform twice. For assessment
purposes, if students perform twice, the first performance should be used.

Say: Today you will take the Grade 10 Washington Classroom-Based
Performance Assessment (WCBPA) Arts Performance Assessment of
Theatre entitled “Comedy Tonight!”
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Comedy Tonight!

The manager requires that you meet the following task requirements when creating your
improvisation:

• Refer to your location by its common name.
• Create a clear understanding of where the improvisation is taking place (e.g., a home,

a car, a store [food or retail], post office, etc.) through movement and dialogue.
• Establish a clearly defined conflict and resolution in your scene (e.g., cleaning a

room, driving a car, going shopping, fixing a leak, opening a package, etc.) through
movement and dialogue.

• Work cooperatively with your partner to create a mutual understanding of the
location as well as the conflict and resolution in your scene.

• Use clear and expressive movement and vocal techniques to effectively create the
character that you want in the improvisation.

The manager requires that you meet the following task requirements when performing your
improvisation:

• Maintain focus throughout the entire performance.
• Use a series of movement and vocal techniques that enhance and bring to life a

believable and sustainable character throughout the entire performance.
• Create a performance with layered emotions (more than one emotion exhibited at

the same time).

You will have 10 minutes to create your improvisation and 1 minute to perform it with your
partner. Your performance will be videotaped.

You are auditioning for the local improvisational comedy club, Laughs! The manager
has asked you to bring a partner and work cooperatively to perform a 1-minute
improvisation. The manager needs you to be clear with the setting and to establish a
situation with a clear conflict and a resolution. She also wants you to sustain a
believable character that is exciting to watch, makes imaginative choices, and exhibits
varied layers of emotion. She told you that the best way to do this would be to use
clear and expressive movement and vocal techniques.

The manager will be videotaping your performance. If you are successful in your
audition, you will be a regular at Laughs! Your dream will come true!

STOP
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Washington Classroom-Based Performance Assessment (WCBPA)
Arts Performance Assessment

Grade 10 
Comedy Tonight!
Theatre Glossary

articulation—the clear and precise pronunciation of words

blocking—the coordination of the actor’s movement within the space (stage)

character—a person, animal, or thing in a scene, story, or play

conflict—a struggle between two or more opposing forces in a scene or play

dialogue—words spoken by characters to express thoughts, emotions, and actions

expression—how the character says words to show feeling

facial expressions—movements of the face that express emotions or ideas

focus—the actor’s ability to concentrate and keep attention fixed on the matter at hand

gesture—a movement of the hands and/or legs that communicates character

improvisation—with little or no planning ahead of time, use of movement and speech to
create a character or an object in a particular situation

inflection/pitch—the use of high and low sounds in speech

layered emotions—more than one emotion exhibited at the same time, e.g., love and
surprise

movement—facial expressions, hand gestures, and whole-body movements that express and
create character

projection/volume—using appropriate loud and soft sounds as a character

rate—how slowly and quickly words are spoken

rehearsal—the period of time used to prepare a play for performance before an audience

resolution—a solution to the conflict

voice—an actor’s use of articulation, projection, expression, inflection, and rate to create a
character





Scoring Guide

Grade 10

Theatre

Comedy Tonight! (2005)
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
how to establish conflict and resolution in the story structure of the 
improvisation by meeting all of the four task requirements listed below:
• creates dialogue effectively,
• creates action(s) effectively,
• uses ensemble work appropriately, and 
• uses movement and vocal skills effectively.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
how to establish conflict and resolution in the story structure of the 
improvisation by meeting three of the four task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of how
to establish conflict and resolution in the story structure of the improvisation 
by meeting two of the four task requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
how to establish conflict and resolution in the story structure of the 
improvisation by meeting one of the four task requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of how to 
establish conflict and resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by
meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric (1.2) (1.1.1)

4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
setting in the improvisation by meeting all of the four task requirements 
listed below:
• refers to the location specifically by its common name,
• uses movement effectively to indicate the location,
• uses dialogue clearly to enhance understanding of the location, and
• uses ensemble work appropriately to create a mutual understanding 

of the location.
3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 

setting in the improvisation by meeting three of the four task requirements 
listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
setting in the improvisation by meeting two of the four task requirements 
listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
setting in the improvisation by meeting one of the four task requirements 
listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of setting by 
meeting none of the four task requirements listed above.

Introduction to the Scoring Guide

This booklet includes a training set of exemplar student responses. The responses will be used
to instruct teachers how to score student responses using the rubrics provided.

Rubrics

Performing—Setting Rubric (1.1.1)
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4 A 4-point response: The student demonstrates a thorough understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting all of the four task 
requirements listed below:
• uses a series of movements that thoroughly enhance and bring to life a 

believable and sustainable character throughout the entire performance,
• uses a series of vocal choices that thoroughly enhance and bring to life a 

believable and sustainable character throughout the entire performance,
• creates a performance with clearly layered emotions (more than one 

emotion exhibited at the same time), and
• maintains focus fully throughout the entire performance.

3 A 3-point response: The student demonstrates an adequate understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting three of the four 
task requirements listed above.

2 A 2-point response: The student demonstrates a partial understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting two of the four task 
requirements listed above.

1 A 1-point response: The student demonstrates a minimal understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting one of the four task 
requirements listed above.

0 A 0-point response: The student demonstrates no understanding of 
establishing a character in the improvisation by meeting none of the four task
requirements listed above.

Performing—Character Rubric (1.2)
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Scoring Notes

The following scoring notes should be used as guidelines when scoring this item.

• On the Performing—Setting Rubric:

• To be credited, the “movement” needs to be specific to a location (e.g, in a cave the 
character should be stumbling in the dark, hunching over, squinting to see).

• If the setting is truly not established for the audience (Are they at the beach? 
A backyard? The gym?), the response earns a 0 for this rubric.

• To earn credit for the first bullet, the actor(s) must literally state where they are,
whether that is a cave or a car or a closet. If there is more than one setting in a 
scene, only one of them has to be verbally identified to earn the point.

• On the Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric:

• To be credited, the “dialogue” must indicate conflict/resolution, and it must do so 
fully. The watcher should not be confused about events.

• Without a clear central conflict and resolution, no points can be earned 
on this rubric.

• On the Performing—Character Rubric:

• The first two bullets must relate directly to a character to earn credit. If there is 
not a specific character, these two points cannot be earned.

• To be credited as having “layered emotions,” the character should be experiencing 
more than one emotion at the same time, not just experience two emotions over the 
course of the scene.
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Exemplar Responses and Annotations

Student Samples Scoring Note

Some of the samples include student work that illustrates how students interpreted 
the directions. Student responses are authentic and may contain spelling errors in 
order to demonstrate the type of response a teacher would see and score. Authentic
work during scoring training allows scorers to see that grammar and spelling are not
considered when a score is given, unless the scorer is unable to interpret its meaning.

Purpose of Exemplar Set

The set of exemplar papers is made up of examples of student responses that represent
each score point. Each exemplar performance has been previously scored and includes
an annotation that provides an explanation about the rationale for scoring.
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Exemplar #1 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing a thorough understanding of establishing setting by meeting all four of
the task requirements. In the scene, the actors refer to the location by its common
name (“beach,” or “surf ’s up”), use movement to indicate location (steering motions
when in car, surfing motions at the beach), use dialogue to enhance the concept of
location (using surfer jargon to indicate their locale), and use ensemble work to
further enhance location (coordinating movements together as they miss and then
ultimately catch waves). Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance
four points on this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing a thorough understanding of how to establish conflict and
resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting all four of the task
requirements. In their quest for the perfect beach and the perfect wave; the actors
create dialogue effectively, create actions effectively, use ensemble work appropriately,
and use movement and vocal skills effectively. Meeting all four task requirements
earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing a thorough understanding of establishing character by meeting all four of
the task requirements. The actors use a series of movements to bring the
characters to life (surfer gestures, activities with the boards), use a series of vocal
choices to bring characters to life (accents, word choices), create a performance with
layered emotions (anticipation of waves, disappointment when they are missed, joy
when they are caught), and maintain focus throughout the scene (no lapses in
concentration and smooth transitions between ideas). Meeting all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #2 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing a thorough understanding of establishing setting by meeting all four of
the task requirements. In the scene, the actors refer to the location by its common
name (going to the “party,” getting in the “car,” heading to “college”); use movement
to indicate location (fastening seat belts in car, working with balloons at college);
use dialogue to enhance the concept of location (“college balloon 101” class); and
use ensemble work to further enhance location (coordinating movements together).
Meeting all four of the task requirements earns the performance four points on
this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing a thorough understanding of how to establish conflict and
resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting all four of the task
requirements. In their quest to find work as clowns, the actors create dialogue
effectively (“Fired? We got fired?”), create actions effectively, use ensemble work
appropriately (working in sync with balloons), and use movement and vocal skills
effectively. Meeting all four of the task requirements earns the performance four
points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Character Rubric for showing a
thorough understanding of establishing character by meeting all four of the task
requirements. The actors use a series of movements to bring the characters to life
(pie in face, balloon work, reacting to mimes), use a series of vocal choices to bring
characters to life (the dialogue at the college), create a performance with layered
emotions (fraught with anxiety about jobs mixed with fear of mimes), and maintain
focus throughout the scene (no lapses in concentration, plus smooth transitions
between ideas). Meeting all four of the task requirements earns the performance
four points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #3 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 4
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing a thorough understanding of establishing setting by meeting all four of
the task requirements. In the scene, the actors refer to the location by its common
name (“wanna go to the mall?”), use movement to indicate location (struggling to
get into the locked car); use dialogue to enhance the concept of location, and use
ensemble work to further enhance location (coordinating movements together as
the try to get into car). Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance
four points on this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing a thorough understanding of how to establish conflict and
resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting all four of the task
requirements. In their quest to get into the car to get to the mall, the actors create
dialogue effectively, create actions effectively, use ensemble work appropriately
(working in sync), and use movement and vocal skills effectively. Meeting all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing character by meeting three of
the four task requirements. The actors use a series of movements to bring the
characters to life (pointing to the car, trying to climb into it), use a series of vocal
choices to bring characters to life (valley girl accents, teenage word choices, “you
are so blonde”) and maintain focus throughout the scene (no lapses in
concentration). No further credit can be awarded because the performance does not
include layered emotions (the actors are at an excitable level for the duration of the
scene). Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance three
points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #4 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing setting by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the scene, the actors use movement to indicate location
(the nurse showing the father the baby, his reactions), use dialogue to enhance the
concept of location (“I hope my baby isn’t ugly” implies he is waiting at the hospital
to see his child), and use ensemble work to further enhance location (the nurse and
father working together to deal with the new baby situation). No further credit can
be awarded because the actors never refer to the location by its common name,
although they are clearly at the hospital, that locale is never specifically identified.
Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on
this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing a thorough understanding of how to establish conflict and
resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting all four of the task
requirements. In this new father’s hope to have a good-looking child; the actors create
dialogue effectively; create actions effectively, use ensemble work appropriately
(dealing with the “ugly” baby, trying to steal a new one), and use movement and vocal
skills effectively. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four
points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing a thorough understanding of establishing character by meeting all four of
the task requirements. The actors use a series of movements to bring the
characters to life (the nervous father, tense with expectation and dancing in
celebration), use a series of vocal choices to bring characters to life (the father’s
high-pitched, nervous voice), create a performance with layered emotions (the new
dad suffers through a combination of fear and excitement), and maintain focus
throughout the scene (no lapses in concentration). Meeting all four task
requirements earns the performance four points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #5 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing setting by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the scene, the actors use movement to indicate location
(the shoplifter putting items in her pocket, the clerk ringing up sales at the cash
register), use dialogue to enhance the concept of location (checking on prices, “are
you going to pay for that?” indicate they are in a place of business), and use
ensemble work to further enhance location (listening to each other when they talk).
No further credit can be awarded because the actors never refer to the location by
its common name, although they are clearly at a store, that locale is never
specifically identified. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing a thorough understanding of how to establish conflict and
resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting all four of the task
requirements. In this conflict between a store clerk and a shoplifter; the actors create
dialogue effectively, create actions effectively, use ensemble work appropriately, and
use movement and vocal skills effectively. Meeting all four task requirements earns
the performance four points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing character by meeting three of
the four task requirements. The actors use a series of movements to bring the
characters to life (the clerk is disinterested, crossing legs and reading newspapers,
while the surly teen shoplifter dawdles about, pocketing things), use a series of
vocal choices to bring characters to life (inflection and word choices), and maintain
focus throughout the scene (no lapses in concentration). No further credit can be
awarded because the performance does not include layered emotions. Although
there may be more than one emotion held by the shoplifter at different times, they
are different emotions, not layered ones. Meeting three of the four task
requirements earns the performance three points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #6 Annotation
The student mentioned a brand name in the performance which has been deleted.

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing setting by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the scene, the actors use movement to indicate location
(the cashier working the register, the bar code reader, and the telephone), use
dialogue to enhance the concept of location (interactions between the cashier and
the customer), and use ensemble work to further enhance location (a clerk and a
customer are clearly at a checkout counter). No further credit can be awarded
because the actors never refer to the location by its common name, although they
are clearly at a grocery store, that locale is never specifically identified. Meeting
three of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on this
rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing an adequate understanding of how to establish conflict and
resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting three of the four task
requirements. In this conflict between a lazy store clerk and a harried customer; the
actors create dialogue effectively (exchanging details about soup and bar codes), create
actions effectively, and use movement and vocal skills effectively. No further credit can
be awarded because they do not use ensemble work appropriately, as the two actors
are really working individually in the same space more than they are working
cohesively. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance three
points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 3 
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing character by meeting three of
the four task requirements. The actors use a series of movement to bring the
characters to life (the sulky, slow movements of the apathetic cashier), use a series
of vocal choices to bring characters to life (the cashier’s slow rate, her long pauses),
and maintain focus throughout the scene (no lapses in concentration). No further
credit can be awarded because the performance does not include layered emotions:
the customer remained harried and frustrated throughout the scene, the cashier
remains off in her own world. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns
the performance three points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #7 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 2
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing a partial understanding of establishing setting by meeting two of the four
task requirements. In the scene, the actors use movement to indicate location
(crawling through a dark tunnel) and use ensemble work to further enhance
location (both crawling, struggling to advance in spite of each other). No further
credit can be awarded because the actors never refer to the location by its common
name and because they do not use dialogue to enhance the concept of location.
Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the performance two points on
this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 4 
This performance earns the score of 4 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing a thorough understanding of how to establish conflict and
resolution in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting all four of the task
requirements. In their quest for treasure, the actors create dialogue effectively, create
actions effectively, use ensemble work appropriately, and use movement and vocal
skills effectively. Meeting all four task requirements earns the performance four
points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing a partial understanding of establishing character by meeting two of the
four task requirements. The actors use a series of vocal choices to bring the
characters to life (attempted accents, word choices, including the pirate-like
exclamation “I’ll slit your gizzard.”) and maintain focus throughout the scene (no
lapses in concentration). No further credit can be awarded because the
performance does not use a series of movements to bring the characters to life (the
movement emphasizes space, not character) and does not include layered emotions
(the characters are very one-dimensional in their pursuit of treasure). Meeting two
of the four task requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #8 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing setting by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the scene, the actors use movement to indicate location
(the clerk searching through the inventory, the customer looking at shelves of
shoes), use dialogue to enhance the concept of location (asking what shoe size the
customer has, giving her shoes upon finding them), and use ensemble work to
further enhance location (a clerk and a customer are clearly at a shoe store). No
further credit can be awarded because the actors never refer to the location by its
common name, although they are clearly at a shoe store, that locale is never
specifically identified. Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the
performance three points on this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric for showing a partial understanding of how to establish conflict and resolution
in the story structure of the improvisation by meeting two of the four task
requirements. In this conflict between a shoe clerk and a customer, the actors create
dialogue effectively (when the clerk tells the customer the shoes look bad) and use
movement and vocal skills effectively. No further credit can be awarded because they
do not create action effectively (the actions do not further the conflict) and do not use
ensemble work appropriately (the actors are largely working on their own, just in the
same scene). Meeting two of the four task requirements earns the performance two
points on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 1 
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing minimal understanding of establishing character by meeting one of the
four task requirements. The actors maintain focus throughout the scene, earning
one point. No further credit can be awarded because the male actor does not
establish character (he is just acting like himself), so points cannot be awarded for
establishing character or performing with layered emotions. Meeting one of the
four task requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.
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Exemplar #9 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 3
This performance earns the score of 3 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing an adequate understanding of establishing setting by meeting three of the
four task requirements. In the scene, the actors refer to the location by its common
name (“deep jungle Africa”), use movement to indicate location (using a machete to
hack a way through the jungle), and use dialogue to enhance the concept of
location (including the use of a kind of “native” language). No further credit can be
awarded because the actors do not use ensemble work to enhance location (there is
very little ensemble work, as one actor is simply pretending to film the other).
Meeting three of the four task requirements earns the performance three points on
this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 0 
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric because it does not show a central conflict and resolution. Instead, the scene is
simply a series of events with a small problem (trying to open the treasure?), but it is
not established what the treasure is or why it was lost—there is no conflict in the
scene. Without a conflict, no points can be earned on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing a partial understanding of establishing character by meeting two of the
four task requirements. The actors use a series of vocal choices to bring the
characters to life (the native accents and language, the franticness of the search)
and maintain focus throughout the scene (no lapses in concentration). No further
credit can be awarded because the actors do not use a series of movements to bring
the characters to life (the movements do not enhance character, they are simply
actions) and do not utilize layered emotions. Meeting two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.
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Exemplar #10 Annotation

Performing—Setting Rubric Score: 1
This performance earns the score of 1 on the Performing—Setting Rubric for
showing minimal understanding of establishing setting by meeting one of the four
task requirements. In the scene, the actors refer to the location by its common
name (“the gym”), earning one point. No further credit can be awarded because the
actors do not use movement to indicate location (they could be anywhere, indoor or
out), do not use dialogue to establish location (again, they could be anywhere), and
do not use ensemble work to enhance location. Meeting one of the four task
requirements earns the performance one point on this rubric.

Creating and Performing—Improvisation Rubric Score: 0 
This performance earns the score of 0 on the Creating and Performing—Improvisation
Rubric because it does not show a central conflict and resolution. Without a conflict,
no points can be earned on this rubric.

Performing—Character Rubric Score: 2 
This performance earns the score of 2 on the Performing—Character Rubric for
showing a partial understanding of establishing character by meeting two of the
four task requirements. The actors use a series of movements to bring the
characters to life (cheerleader motions, kicking and dancing) and a series of vocal
choices to bring the characters to life (high volume cheers, screeching and
screaming). No further credit can be awarded because the actors do not utilize
layered emotions and do not maintain focus (they seem disinterested and
uninvolved in the scene, completely unrehearsed). Meeting two of the four task
requirements earns the performance two points on this rubric.
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